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-STORY AT-A-GLANCE

How COVID-19 Is Changing the Future of Vaccines

Analysis by Dr. Joseph Mercola ! Fact Checked

By pushing for mandatory COVID-19 vaccination, or imposing social restrictions on

those who refuse, the COVID-19 vaccine is paving the way for nonconsensual medical

experimentation on the general public

"

Since the beginning of the pandemic, world leaders have warned that social

distancing, mask wearing, travel restrictions and other measures will become part of

our “new normal.” And, while the vaccine is sold as a way to end the pandemic and

return us to normal, it cannot, since it has only been evaluated for its ability to lessen

COVID-19 symptoms, not reduce the risk of infection, hospitalization or death

"

While some COVID-19 vaccines have been granted emergency use authorization, they

still haven’t even completed Stage 3 clinical trials. Data for some end points won’t

even be collected until 24 months after injection. As such, they are still entirely

experimental

"

COVID-19 vaccines’ adverse side effects are still relatively unknown. It’s also unknown

whether they might affect fertility — a real concern since the vaccine triggers your

body to produce antibodies against the SARS-CoV-2 spike protein, and spike proteins

in turn contain syncytin-homologous proteins that are essential for the formation of

placenta. If a woman’s immune system starts reacting against syncytin-1, then there is

a possibility she could become infertile

"
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In his December 24, 2020, video report,  "The Future of Vaccines," investigative

journalist James Corbett reviews how the novel COVID-19 vaccine is paving the way

for nonconsensual medical experimentation on the general public.

As noted by Corbett, if the international medical establishment get their way, nothing

will get back to "normal" until world health oWcials have deXnitively determined there

is an effective COVID vaccine in place.

Even then, however, things may not go back to the normal we're accustomed to or

expect. Since the beginning of the pandemic, world leaders have warned that social

distancing, mask wearing, travel restrictions and other measures will become part of

our "new normal."

Be that as it may, the refrain we keep hearing from the likes of Bill Gates, Dr. Anthony

Fauci and a long list of other world leaders is that any sense of normalcy will remain

elusive until or unless the entire global population gets vaccinated against SARS-

CoV-2.

Brave New World of Vaccines

"The public is being prepared for an unprecedented global vaccination campaign,"

Corbett says. However, one major problem with this is that the current COVID-19

vaccines are still in the experimental stage. While they've been granted emergency

use authorization, they still haven't completed Stage 3 clinical trials. Data for some

PXzer’s mRNA vaccine contains polyethylene glycol (PEG), and studies have shown

70% of people develop antibodies against this substance. This suggests PEG may

trigger fatal allergic reactions in many who receive the vaccine

"

1,2
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https://articles.mercola.com/sites/articles/archive/2020/06/25/social-distancing.aspx
https://articles.mercola.com/sites/articles/archive/2020/12/31/pandemic-face-mask.aspx
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https://articles.mercola.com/sites/articles/archive/2020/05/21/bill-gates-foundation-global-health.aspx
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end points won't even be collected until 24 months after injection.

Another problem is that the COVID vaccines' adverse side effects are still relatively

unknown due to the "fanatical" warp speed at which they were developed.

Even if there is only one serious event per 1,000 people, cumulatively that would

equate to 100,000 people being harmed by the vaccine for every 100 million

vaccinated — a steep price for an infection that has an overall noninstitutionalized

infection fatality rate of just 0.26%.  Among those under the age of 40, the infection

fatality rate is a mere 0.01%, which is lower than that for seasonal ineuenza.

A third issue that Corbett homes in on in his report is the fact that the COVID-19

vaccines are "unlike any vaccines that have ever been used on the human population

before," and "as radically different as these vaccines appear, they represent only the

very beginning of a complete transformation of vaccine technology that is currently

taking place in research labs across the planet."

“ The threat of forcing or compelling people to
become unwilling guinea pigs in an ongoing medical
experiment is immoral on its face. But even the
prospect of enforcing such mandates would entail
the erection of a surveillance and tracking system
that further threatens basic rights and liberties.
After all, in order to determine who has been
vaccinated … there will need to be a system for
identifying and tracking each vaccine recipient. ~

4
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https://articles.mercola.com/sites/articles/archive/2020/12/01/operation-warp-speed-vaccine-monitoring.aspx
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James Corbett”
Are COVID-19 Vaccines Really as Effective as Advertised?

On an important side note, while PXzer's and Moderna's vaccines have reported very

high success rates, their "success" is only measured by their ability to lessen

moderate to severe COVID-19 symptoms such as cough and headache. Presumably,

this would lower the risk of hospitalization and death for vaccinated individuals.

However, as explained in "How COVID-19 Vaccine Trials Are Rigged," the vaccines

were not evaluated for their ability to actually prevent infection and transmission of

the virus. So, since the vaccine cannot reduce infection, hospitalizations or deaths, it

cannot create vaccine-acquired herd immunity and end the pandemic, even though

this has been the vaccine's primary selling point. Furthermore, as noted by Corbett:

"The studies are touted as involving tens of thousands of people, but in

P7zer's trial, only 170 of them were reported as being 'diagnosed with COVID-

19' during the trial. Of those, 162 were in the placebo group and eight were in

the vaccine group.

From this, it is inferred that the vaccine prevented 154/162 people from

developing the disease, or '95%.' But as even the British Medical Journal

points out,  'a relative risk reduction is being reported, not absolute risk

reduction, which appears to be less than 1%.'"

COVID-19 Ushers in a Whole New Breed of Vaccines 

Getting back to the main point of the Corbett report, the COVID-19 vaccines under

development are unlike any other vaccine ever released. They're mRNA vaccines, and

7
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do not work like conventional vaccines. In summary, RNA are molecules that encode

certain proteins. The RNA used in COVID-19 vaccines encode for the SARS-CoV-2

spike protein.

The idea is that by injecting this RNA, your own cells will start to produce and secrete

the SARS-CoV-2 spike protein. Your immune system will then respond to the presence

of that viral protein by producing antibodies. It's important to realize that this

technology is entirely unproven, and there's no telling how this RNA programming

might affect your health in years to come. As explained by Corbett:

"The term 'vaccination' … came to refer to the general process of introducing

immunogens or attenuated infectious agents into the body in order to

stimulate the immune system to 7ght infections. But this is not how mRNA

vaccines function.

In contrast to vaccination, which involves introducing an immunogen into the

body, mRNA vaccines seek to introduce messenger RNA into the body in

order to 'trick' that body's cells into producing immunogens, which then

stimulate an immune response …

Despite the straw man argument that opposition to the vaccine comes solely

from ignorant members of the public who are worried about being 'injected

with mircochips,' there are genuine concerns about the long-term safety of

these vaccines coming from within the scienti7c community, and even from

whistleblowers from within the ranks of the Big Pharma manufacturers

themselves."

December 1, 2020, two such whistleblowers — Dr. Wolfgang Wodarg, former chair of

the Parliamentary Assembly of the Council of Europe Health Committee, and Dr.

Michael Yeadon, former vice-president and chief scientiXc oWcer at PXzer Global R&D

9
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— Xled a petition  calling on the European Medicine Agency to halt Phase 3 clinical

trials of the PXzer mRNA vaccine until they've been restructured to address critical

safety concerns.

Key Safety Concerns

The four key safety concerns speciXed in the petition  to the European Medicine

Agency are:

1. The potential for formation of non-neutralizing antibodies that can trigger an

exaggerated immune reaction (referred to as paradoxical immune enhancement

or antibody-dependent immune ampliXcation) when the individual is exposed to

the real "wild" virus post-vaccination.

Antibody-dependent ampliXcation has been repeatedly demonstrated in

coronavirus vaccine trials on animals.  While the animals initially tolerated the

vaccine well and had robust immune responses, they later became severely ill or

died when infected with the wild virus. Put plainly, the vaccine increased their

susceptibility to the virus and made them more likely to die from the infection.

2. PXzer's mRNA vaccine contains polyethylene glycol (PEG), and studies have

shown 70% of people develop antibodies against this substance. This suggests

PEG may trigger fatal allergic reactions in many who receive the vaccine.

Indeed, within days of the vaccine's release, reports started coming in of people

having life-threatening anaphylactic reactions,  leading to warnings that people

with known allergies should not take the PXzer vaccine.  Since then,

anaphylactic reactions have been reported by recipients of the Moderna mRNA

vaccine as well.
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3. The mRNA vaccine triggers your body to produce antibodies against the SARS-

CoV-2 spike protein, and spike proteins in turn contain syncytin-homologous

proteins that are essential for the formation of placenta. If a woman's immune

system starts reacting against syncytin-1, then there is the possibility she could

become infertile.

This is an issue that none of the vaccine studies is looking at speciXcally. Mass

vaccinating women of childbearing age against COVID-19 could potentially have

the devastating consequence of causing mass infertility if the vaccine triggers an

immune reaction against syncytin-1. The petition states that this possibility must

be "absolutely ruled out" before mass vaccination takes place.

4. The studies are far too brief in duration to allow a realistic estimation of side

effects. Depending on what those effects end up being, millions of people may

be exposed to unacceptable risk in return for a very minor beneXt. 

In an interview — a snippet of which is featured in the Corbett Report — Del Bigtree

asked Wodarg how we can ensure we don't end up making the greatest scientiXc error

in history with this vaccine campaign. Wodarg answered:

"Protect yourself and protect your neighbors and friends so that they don't

get this vaccine … And you have to show up. You have to tell the politicians

that you will blame them for what they do with this. I think what's happening

… is a great betrayal. We are betrayed. And people who betray normally are

punished, and we won't forget this if they go on doing this with us."

Health Freedom Undermined in the Name of 'Emergency'

As noted by Corbett, even more fundamental than any particular safety concern is the

fact that a vaccination campaign of this magnitude, using an entirely novel

16
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technology, sets "the most dangerous public health precedent in the history of

humanity." By drumming up unnecessary panic, many are now willing to forgo all

manner of freedom in the name of responding to a global health emergency.

"One of these core freedoms is the ability to refuse an experimental medical

procedure, a freedom that was acknowledged in the Nuremberg Code of

1947  and enshrined in the International Covenant on Civil and Political

Rights, which states that 'no one shall be subjected without his free consent

to medical or scienti7c experimentation,'" Corbett says.

"Despite the fact that the clinical trials surrounding these experimental

vaccines are ongoing and that the FDA itself admits  that there is 'currently

insu]cient data to make conclusions about the safety of the vaccine in

subpopulations such as children less than 16 years of age, pregnant and

lactating individuals, and immunocompromised individuals' and 'risk of

vaccine-enhanced disease over time, potentially associated with waning

immunity, remains unknown,' governments around the world are

contemplating making these vaccinations mandatory, or compelling people

to take them against their will by restricting their access to public life until

they subject themselves to this medical experimentation.

The threat of forcing or compelling people to become unwilling guinea pigs in

an ongoing medical experiment is immoral on its face. But even the prospect

of enforcing such mandates would entail the erection of a surveillance and

tracking system that further threatens basic rights and liberties.

After all, in order to determine who has been vaccinated — and thus who is

allowed to board an airplane or access a stadium or enter a store with a

vaccine policy — there will need to be a system for identifying and tracking

each vaccine recipient."
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Indeed, I've written several articles detailing how the tracking of vaccination status

will usher in a surveillance apparatus greater than anything we've ever experienced

before. This initial vaccine surveillance system will ultimately be tied into other digital

systems, such as all other medical records, biometric ID and an all-digital banking

system.

The implementation of a Google-based social credit system, similar to that

implemented in China in 2018, is highly likely as well. Under a social credit system,

points are awarded or subtracted for certain types of behavior. When your score falls

below a certain point, punishment is meted out in the form of travel restrictions or the

inability to obtain a loan, for example.

"There are already apps like IBM's Digital Health Pass and CLEAR's Health

Pass that envision a world where our biometric ID will be linked via our

smartphones to our health data in order to grant or deny access from public

spaces and public events," Corbett says.

"Once the COVID vaccines are widely distributed, it would simply be a

question of linking one's vaccination record to the health pass app to prevent

the unvaccinated from accessing any given space …

The COVID vaccine presents governments, intelligence agencies and

corporations that have a direct interest in suppressing dissent, monitoring

dissidents and controlling their populations with the perfect opportunity to

make such systems a permanent 7xture of daily life.

After the immediate 'threat' of the declared public health crisis subsides, the

public is already being warned that these apps will be transitioned

seamlessly into general monitoring of the population."

https://articles.mercola.com/sites/articles/archive/2020/10/28/the-great-reset.aspx
https://articles.mercola.com/sites/articles/archive/2020/02/12/google-social-credit-system.aspx
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The precedent being set up right now is one that, in the future, will grant health

authorities the "right" to force any number of experimental drugs, vaccines and

technologies upon us in the name of public health. If the right to refuse an

experimental medical procedure is not upheld now, the entire population of the earth

will be available for experimentation without recourse. 

Novel Medical Technologies Under Development

While COVID-19 vaccines do not contain tracking-enabled microchips, we are indeed

looking at a future where quantum dot tags and hydrogel biosensors will likely be

used in vaccine delivery, and they will allow far more than just identifying or tracking

your vaccination status.

They'll be able to collect and transmit all sorts of information about what's going on in

your body. The ramiXcations of handing all of this biological data over to some

artiXcial intelligence-driven machine run by a technocratic elite hell-bent on owning

all the world's resources is anyone's guess.

Already, there's a study underway to evaluate how an implantable biosensor, which

continuously monitors your body chemistry, can be used as an early warning system

for disease outbreaks, biological attacks and pandemics by sending a signal when it

detects the onset of an infection. Other medical technologies under development

include:

Edible vaccines

Remote-controlled vaccine delivery systems — For example, a hydrogel mesh

sphere containing a vaccine can be injected under the skin, and when you

swallow a particular substance that dissolves the hydrogel, the vaccine is

released. Proof of concept for this was demonstrated in 2014
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Autonomous DNA nanorobots that can carry molecular payloads into your cells

Shape-changing microdevices called "theragrippers" that, when placed into your

gastrointestinal tract, extend drug delivery

As noted by Corbett:

"Nanobots. Shape-changing bioelectronic devices. Remote-controlled

vaccines. This is not the stuff of science 7ction but of science fact, and the

precedent that is being set during the COVID era to rush experimental and

unproven medical technologies into use on the back of a declared crisis is

the same precedent that could be used to foist these injectable technologies

on the public in the future …

These injectables are part of an elaborate system of biological, economic,

and political control that is being bankrolled into existence by powerful

special interests."

Indisputable Facts

While the technocratic elite behind the Great Reset insist there's nothing nefarious

about any of these experimental technologies, mRNA vaccines included, the fact that

they will lead us into a future that a vast majority of people would never choose, given

the chance, seems inevitable. Corbett notes:

"Despite the protestations of those like Bill Gates who have a 7nancial

interest in these experimental vaccines, and the Big Pharma corporations

that are selling these vaccines, and the governments that are being bribed

by the international public health cartel to purchase these vaccines and

pressure their public to accept them, and the corporate media who relies on
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these Big Pharma corporations for their advertising dollars, some facts about

these novel coronavirus vaccines are indisputable:

• They are the most rushed vaccines ever developed.

• The manufacturers have been given total immunity from liability if their

experimental vaccines cause injury.

• The clinical trials testing the safety of these injections are not 7nished,

meaning that every member of the public who takes one is now a human

guinea pig in an ongoing medical experiment with the population of the

planet.

• The P7zer and Moderna mRNA vaccines are themselves part of an

experimental class of injection that has never before been given to the public;

• These vaccines have not been tested for their ability to prevent infection or

spread of SARS-CoV-2 and are not intended to do so.

• And there is absolutely no long-term data about these vaccines to determine

what their effects may be on fertility, the potential for pathogenic priming,  or

any other serious adverse reaction.

That this represents the most reckless and brazen experiment in the history

of the world is undeniable on its face. Never before have billions of people

been pressured to submit to a completely experimental, invasive medical

procedure on the basis of a disease with a greater than 99% survival rate …

Surely those who wish to be the test subjects in this ongoing experiment

should be free to make themselves into guinea pigs for the Big Pharma

manufacturers.

22
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But every mandate or compulsion to force the vaccine on an unwilling

recipient sets a dangerous precedent, a precedent that will one day lead to a

tracked and surveilled population unable to resist the next generation of

injectable bioelectronics.

This is not a game, this is not a test. Billions of people are being asked to

participate in a gigantic experiment, not just an experiment in medical

technology, but an experiment in compliance and blind trust.

The pressure to say yes and to go along with the crowd in this experiment is

enormous. But if we lose the freedom to say "no" to this, then we may lose

control over our bodily autonomy — and, ultimately, our humanity — forever."

 

Almond

An attempt has been made to con us into believing that this is "a new kind of vaccine".  In no sense is it

even a vaccine.  It does not prevent infection.  It has not even been thoroughly tested, so it is

premature to make any signiXcant claims about it.  It is merely a technology interface.

Posted On 01/12/2021

 

stanleybecker

Almond ~ it is NOT harmless ~ this is made clear by WakeXeld and Cahill and Mikovits ~ are you

saying they are ignorant??

Posted On 01/12/2021

https://articles.mercola.com/members/Almond/default.aspx
https://articles.mercola.com/members/stanleybecker/default.aspx
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Almond

No, Stanley, I am saying we there has been an attempt to mislead us if not outright lie to us about

the safety and alleged beneXts.  IMO, the claims cannot be veriXed until we watch this for at least

10 years.  However, early indications are not favorable.  <=That is an understatement.  There are

some things you can deduce even with armchair logic.   My solution would be to optimize serum

vitamin D levels for everyone.  There would be broad health beneXts from that, not only protection

from respiratory infections.  Nososdes would be a reasonable therapy to pursue, too.  There are so

many different approaches that there is no rational reason to insist a vaccine is the only option.  I

could continue a harangue about govt needing to dominate our decisions and not recognizing that

many of us would prefer solutions that rely on our individual responsibility, but I have spent enough

time on my soapbox for one evening.

Posted On 01/12/2021

 

ChrisColes

Stanley, I think you have misinterpreted Almond, my take is that she was highlighting the con,

rather than trying to make out it is harmless.

Posted On 01/12/2021

 

stanleybecker

Chris ~ what the scientists I list are saying is that once you put the RNA into the genome you have

no way of rectifying the transcription of a pathogen that the RNA will now force your code to

integrate ~ in essence you are transforming your genome into a pathogenic factory

Posted On 01/12/2021

https://articles.mercola.com/members/Almond/default.aspx
https://articles.mercola.com/members/ChrisColes/default.aspx
https://articles.mercola.com/members/stanleybecker/default.aspx
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balhawk

Right, Almond.  More properly stated, it is a programmed auto-immune condition.  Now what could

possibly go wrong with that?

Posted On 01/12/2021

 

axkershaw

I am with you Almond. I feel you have not delved deep enough to Xnd the root of the problem.

Government is not the problem as Reagan claimed. Corporations are the problem. Government is

necessary in civilization,  but it needs to be government of. for and by the people. Even Lincoln

warned of the the power of corporations in his time even before they had extralegally acquired the

legal protection of the Constitution as persons. We now have government of, for and by the

corporations. A government that defends corporations from the people. That is not to say that

people cannot still take back their government or ineuence corporations. In order to do that well

the people need to be better informed. Unfortunately the people are propagandized into eating junk

food, believing junk economics, junk science and junk politics. Fortunately healthy food, science,

economics and politics are still available but we the people need to diligently look for it. You are

leading by example in your life. I support you and cheer you on.

Posted On 01/12/2021

 

mirandola

"Ladies and gentlemen, fasten your seatbelts please, this is the computer speaking. Our newest

technology has the airplane eying by computer! And we are so proud of how well this technology

works, that this is to assure you that nothing can go wrong....go wrong....go wrong....go wrong......"

(repeat)  the powers that be have NO BUSINESS forking out this "new kind of vaccine" prematurely,

as Almond says so well (Thank you Almond) and without as you say Almond, ten years of testing,

https://articles.mercola.com/members/balhawk/default.aspx
https://articles.mercola.com/members/axkershaw/default.aspx
https://articles.mercola.com/members/mirandola/default.aspx
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as a greater population-wide experiment. Then they go terrorizing the globe into taking it! Shame

on them! Further, I think BigPharma knows a thing or two about autoimmune attack and how to

induce it. Dear Reader, do you? I think they know just what they are doing, and so does Fauci, so

does the WHO and the CDC, the FDA....they all need to be jailed!

Posted On 01/12/2021

 

mirandola

This has to be seen! Hear ye, hear ye! See the vaccine ingredients and see what this FDA

commissioner says about avoiding this vaccine wherever you have allergic responses to its

ingredients! www.theepochtimes.com/people-with-certain-allergies-shouldnt-get-covid..

Posted On 01/12/2021

 

rrealrose

Almond and everyone else on this thread, here's an excerpt from the round table held on Jan 5, in

which Dr David Martin describes this so-called vaccine as "not a vaccine" - and by calling it one,

we've already lost the discussion! Here's the link to the short version, (Stanley Becker has already

watched the entire roundtable): www.bitchute.com/.../4fVFgHXPELoO

Posted On 01/12/2021

 

Almond

Hey, axker... I am not perfect. I still like my chocolate.  It is not always organic, although I try hard

and prefer dark chocolate.  ; - ) I was just thinking about our diet. I can improve and simplify. I am

sure each of us can, but have not yet needed to.   Supper last night was a soup made from a few

cans I opened (venison bone broth and canned venison stew meat) with homemade miso from

https://articles.mercola.com/members/mirandola/default.aspx
https://www.theepochtimes.com/people-with-certain-allergies-shouldnt-get-covid-19-vaccine-official_3616838.html?utm_source=morningbrief&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=mb-2020-12-14
https://articles.mercola.com/members/rrealrose/default.aspx
https://www.bitchute.com/video/4fVFgHXPELoO/
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cooked beans, the water I soaked dried mushrooms in to rehydrate them, veggies from cold

storage (carrot, onion), store bought celery and a generous amount of home-brewed wine.  I picked

a few dark greens that are surviving the winter to combine for a chopped salad with cold storage

red cabbage, carrot, onion, etc.  dessert was some applesauce I thawed from an organic tree I

gleaned.  Our beverage was white grape juice from our own grapes.

I could have gotten by without the celery as I have homegrown bay leaf and a few herbs. I still need

sugar for brewing. Etc.  However, these would not be major issues in a SHTF scenario.   I hear

people saying--"We have snow and no salad from the garden". It is an unusually warm winter for us.

Some years, I plant in fall and cover seedlings with a layer of straw to protect from snow and

uncover a couple months later as needed. Soon, I will move on to shredded carrot salads,

sowrkrowt salads, fruit/berry salads, bean salads, sprouts and, maybe, microgreens grown indoors.

There are already weed salads and more in spring.

I think there many reasons for all of us to do more of our own labor and return to basics. Be more

resourceful, less wasteful. We can not only be more self-reliant, but limit our dependency, reduce

our need for technology, keep more of what we earn and not enrich corporations and govt to use

our dollars against us, to teach our children. We also improve our health thru the quality of food we

eat. A full pantry is food security in uncertain times. A human mind Xlled with knowledge and a

heart Xlled with virtue are powerful.

Posted On 01/12/2021

 

Almond

Mirandola... Who beneXts if something goes wrong with the vaccine?  The pharmaceutical

companies will have no liability.  However, if you are injured, they can sell you expensive drugs.  Of

course, the goal will be to keep you alive as long as you are a proXt unit.  Under a universal

medicine system, they may even be reimbursed by govt with your own taxpayer dollars.  One more

scheme to defraud people? Can anyone see what is wrong with this picture?  Where in your own life

do you have absolutely no accountability?
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Posted On 01/12/2021

 

Almond

rrealrose... You provided an excellent link below.  It is short.  I encourage people to watch it.

Posted On 01/12/2021

 

axkershaw

As you wrote: "Who beneXts? " is a question that is not asked enough. When the person or

corporate representative beneXts, whatever they say is questionable and probably self-interested

and not true.

Posted On 01/12/2021

 

mirandola

Almond, what you say is absolutely true! But I have read books about case law, in which lawyers

found ways to get around the legal immunity invocation. For example, is it their distinctive function

to terrorize society and to cause side effects, even death, and to sweep death statistics under the

rug? Are these the people alleged to protect society? There must be ways around this so called

legal immunity, which is in itself, nothing more than a gag order prohibiting free speech about true

cases gone wrong and the protection from it. This is, to repeat, violence. I will not stand for this

dynamic, not on my dime!

Posted On 01/12/2021

 

Kevin131
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These vaccines are bioweapons, end of, the genocidal cull has begun.

Posted On 01/13/2021

 

forbiddenhealing

First hand report;  After a local hospital vaxxed docs/nurses, all off duty staff were called in because so

many front line people got sick and stayed home.. We have no idea of long term effects of the

weaponized corona virus itself, much less a quicky vaxx...And the media entrained public, after being

fooled repeatedly are accepting the shutdown of free speech rather than feel the shame of being found

stupid.....Reviewing Roman history, the parallels to the dirty tricks of empire are shocking...down to

Caligula's gifts of coin to gain popularity...like my $300 Bush bucks and $1200/$600 Trump/Pelosi

"gifts" rebating a very few tax dollars in Xat.  Crazier and crazier. Public education gets an F in history

and science, logic and critical thinking...Fraudland!

Posted On 01/12/2021

 

Shasha

rumble.com/vcblmv-former-fema-operative-celeste-solum-on-what-she-says..   All may get sick

and die on 2nd dose of the real vaccine.

Posted On 01/12/2021

 

forbiddenhealing

...and Amazon web services received $600 mil fr CIA..along w Pentagon Ministry of Info, we been

had!...Ever see "V for Vendetta" or "Catch 22" or "Idiocracy" ?
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Posted On 01/12/2021

 

mirandola

FH do you have links? I would love to see them, or one. Thank you! Important report.

Posted On 01/12/2021

 

forbiddenhealing

www.latimes.com/business/technology/la-X-cia-amazon-cloud-computing-2..

Posted On 01/12/2021

 

rrealrose

Here's what we do know: Dr. Mike Yeadon said in one of his Dec or Nov interviews, that no corona

virus has a second wave, ever. We have no idea what we are seeing now...nothing is clear, a lot of

details is hidden behind out-of-tolerance pcr testing with too high ampliXcation cycle counts.

Nobody testing for eu or upper respiratory due to concerns over covid, yet these did not ey over the

coop this fall. Healthcare is being played to a large extent, which is why about 50% of heath care

workers declined the shot in California...concerned about lack of safety testing, and being disabled

or injured.

Posted On 01/12/2021

 

mirandola

hi FH thanks for the link, doesn't surprise me and shouldn't surprise anybody. But, it appears to be
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of another topic. Perhaps there was a misunderstanding here. Can you copy/paste again

concerning the hospital calling in backup workers due to so many sick vaccinated frontline

workers? Thank you.

Posted On 01/12/2021

 

forbiddenhealing

m..You kidding? family members inside hospital report..They wouldn/t broadcast vaxx probs,

though I also hear half nurses in Cal refuse too new shots.

Posted On 01/12/2021

 

Kevin131

I can only hope, that the vaccine pushing malpracticing psychopaths in the fascist, baby snatching

medical system, all get the vax and die, divine justice, it would be...

Posted On 01/13/2021

 

Darzoum

The future of vaccines is tied-in with the future of existential threats: both can be manufactured.

 Vaccine makers hoping to experiment on the public cannot practice their dark craft without a

perceived threat.  For this, magniXcation plays a key role: the PCR test magniXes viral DNA matter and

case numbers, while the media magniXes the threat with nonstop hype and fear mongering.  It’s a

potent combination… even a formula.

What emerges from this formula is the concept of “biosecurity,” so deXned to achieve new levels of

compliance and control from the populous.  Is the same magniXcation formula at play as the concept
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of “domestic terrorism” comes into greater relief after the events of January 6th?  The two are not

unrelated.  At this point, how long before vaccine critics and the non-compliant are charged as

“domestic terrorists” endangering the biosecurity of the state?  

Those who have observed the revolving door between pharma and legislatures for years should not be

overly surprised at the corruptions surrounding the “pandemic” response.  The pharmaceutical lobby is

the largest in Washington; how many of that city’s legislators are owned by pharma?  How many are

really doing the people’s business?   How many think they can serve two masters?  

Therefore, the values of our democratic republic cannot really be threatened by invading the Capitol

Building; they barely exist there.  It is an impressive ediXce, but absent sincere, dedicated legislators, it

is a garish pretense; a tent in the parking lot somewhere would surpass it in majesty were it to house

just and honorable citizens.  The magniXcation machinery of the media and political partisanship cries

“insurrection” at its breach, but where has their indignation been when that same building has been

deXled by duplicitous alliances with pharma?  The future for vaccines is bright… for our basic human

rights to opt out of them, not so much.

Posted On 01/12/2021

 

stanleybecker

hi there Darzoum ~ you term it "ampliXcation" but I see it as "exaggeration" ~ exaggeration is one

of the principle characteristics of LYING ~ they lie in order to convince an otherwise unconvinced

public that tortuous humiliation by means of isolation and anti social control that with the added

threat of Xnancial penalties {aka Xnes} that resistance to their LIES will allow these robber barons

and their corrupt payola politicians to exact punishment and single out those that are TOO

INTELLIGENT to accept these LIES as dissidents and anti social elements within the social fabric ~

as to the storming of the Capitol ~ this is also a sign that some citizens are aware of the situation

and prepared to engage in civil disobedience and respond to the LACK of RESPECT that politicians

are displaying for those that question the LACK of MORALITY involved in FRAUDULENT

ELECTIONS ~ this could lead to civil war as a response to the cyberwarfare that is being waged

against the people of the planet ~ and don't count Trump out  ~ rumor has it that he has signed the

INSURRECTION ACT ~ the media are merely the lapdogs of all this exaggeration and are the
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biggest LIARS of all

Posted On 01/12/2021

 

Tionico

THEY do indeed percieve the faux virus as a threat. In their maniacal panic response to that "threat"

they become a threat.. to me and everyone ese, except them. Fried of mine is a nurse ina large

hospital in a major city. SHE tells me that a signXcant number of her co-workers are not stepping

forward with their bare upper arms protruding to receive the needle.  She ALSO tells me that fully

one fourth of the beds in her hospital are Xlled.. wit HOMELESS who came in for one thing or

another, but nice they do not have a "safe place" to which to return, they, by government policy

ineicted upon them, cannot release them. Thus the taxpayers are forced to support their

overextended hospital stays,,,

indeXnitely.... and are both ignorant and powerless to DO anything about it. One could easily be

confused, and end up thinking he is now been transported to some soviet backwater former nation

to serve as a serf to the gummit. NOT what we signed up for. Our forbears told the Kind King to

take a hike, and bring all his men home with him, and then drive him and his men off our shores.

 But they had two things we seem to be lacking... one is the courage to pay any price for they and

their families. and fellows to live their lives unfettered by that tyrant king.

Posted On 01/12/2021

 

Cabochon

“... the revolving door between pharma and legislatures” - exactly. Darzoum.  This is the nub of the

whole  campaign from start to Xnish - a non existent pandemic, economic blitzkrieg, population

control and now enforced identity tracking under the guise of “vaccination”.  The process of

indoctrination has been spectacularly successful.  Even this Mercola article unconsciously

elevates unelected, self-appointed eugenists and technocrats to a political status they have not
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been appointed to by democratic means:  “ ... Bill Gates, Dr Anthony Fauci and a long list of other

world leaders” - since when are these individuals “world leaders” ?  When were they appointed as

senators or members of parliament in the democratic process? I asked this rhetorical question in

March 2020.

Posted On 01/12/2021

 

stanleybecker

Cabochon ~ you refer to the "democratic process" ~ there is no "democratic process" as the USA

has decided that democracy is for the birds and all elections are noe OPENLY rigged

Posted On 01/12/2021

 

Randyfast

Hi, David. "At this point, how long before vaccine critics and the non-compliant are charged as

“domestic terrorists” endangering the biosecurity of the state? Not very long; I expect! Anyone who

"disagrees" with the "OWcial Narrative", will be deemed a "Domestic Terrorist". "Vaccine Hesitancy"

is already labeling such people as a threat to national security! 2021 will be known as the year that

everything changed. Civilization is being torn down and rebuilt to take us into "The Great Reset".

There will be many "unwelcome surprises" this year!

Posted On 01/12/2021

 

mirandola

Cabochon, I am with you! I asked the same question when Dr Mercola wrote that he had been

accused of being "an enemy of the state" by the misnamed Digital Anti- Hate Group, because he

has concerns about the safety of vaccines!
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articles.mercola.com/sites/articles/archive/2021/01/08/ccdh-dr-mercola..      Now, since when are

vaccines and their makers, The State? That's Xrst and foremost. Talk about a Government

Of/By/For the Corporations!!!! Second question, since when is a person an enemy if they have

safety concerns? Third and not least of all, isn't someone who attacks another source due to safety

concerns, themselves an enemy? My god, I know I parrot this, but here we go again: Shadow

projections are just absolutely, stunningly accurate!! Whew. We need to remember that, look for

that dynamic, and throw the mud back in their faces, where it really belongs!! Whew, again.

Randyfast, the ACLU has written that to invoke "national security" and similar matters to avoid

public embarrassment, is prohibited under FOIA law. That means, if someone Xles a FOIA and

"national security" or "public safety" are invoked as a reason to withhold the FOIA, this is a violation

of the law. So what about using such phrases to demean others who may have something ugly to

reveal about the vaccines? I would imagine the law is similar and crosses over into that territory

too? Note my question mark. Surely we can sue for character defamation, and we should! In fact,

to stop this dynamic, perhaps we must!

Posted On 01/12/2021

 

Cabochon

Mirandola, look no further than Orwell for “enemies of the state”.  To the Na-zis it was Jews and

others.  Today it is thought criminals - anyone who challenges the oWcial narrative. ‘Truth’ is as per

The Ministry of... In order words, what your friendly totalitarian government decides is the truth.

You are missing my point, Stanley, which is that even fairly elected governments, as in last UK

parliamentary election, are allowing unelected individuals to dictate government policy through

pressure, bribery or membership of elitist organisations. It would have made no difference if the

UK had elected a different party in the last election.  

The opposition party leader Keir Starmer, for example is a listed member of the Trilateral

Commission.  No Western government other than Sweden appears to have told the rest of the

conspirators where to shove their lockdowns and other fraudulent compliance-priming mandates.

It remains to be seen how that country approaches the pseudo-vaccination scam. In short, I agree,

Stan, that democracy is dead, the only point worth discussing being exactly when it died.
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A fairy tale for our time:  when then big bad wolf ineuenza dressed up in his fancy new clothes,

little Red Riding Hood said: “So many people dead, sir, I’m so afraid!”   “You’d better hide in your

house then, cover your face and not go out” said the wolf.  “But I hid in my house, sir and covered

my face, and didn't go out and now you say even more people are dead!  I’m so afraid!”  “Then I’ll

bite your arm and put in some wolf-wort to keep you safe, so you won’t be afraid,” said the wolf.

“But I don’t know this medicine, sir.  Will it keep me safe? I’m still afraid!” ....... Does the woodcutter

come in time to save Little Red Riding Hood? How will the fairy tale end?

Posted On 01/12/2021

 

shannonaz

Darzoum:  I agree that currently, the future for vaccines is bright, but that is ONLY contingent of the

scam not being uncovered.  I am convinced there will be a breaking point when the numbers tilt

whereby there are so many vaccine injured that it will be hard to deny.  Unfortunately, because long

term affects & auto-immune diseases cannot be deXnitively linked, it may be years before things

turn.  Surprisingly, what gives me hope are these groups of citizens:  Military & Nurses / Hospital

Staff / Families with Autism & Vaccine injured / Upper Class:

1)   I hear from many in the military that their health immediately deteriorated  directly after the

numerous vaccines the Military puts them through.  They might be a more silent group, but many

are coming back from their tours understanding this connection & are avoiding vaccines.

2)  Nurses / Hospital Staff:  roughly half have refused to take the Covid Vaccine.

3)  Families with Autism / Vaccine Injured:  Whether by default or just simply in the know, with the

high rate of Autism, many families are reading & educating themselves & are making the

connection with poor outcome of vaccines.  These folks won't go down without a Xght if a mandate

comes into play as they already know the consequences.

4)  Lastly, the upper class.  As the stats say, those with the most education & money are the least

likely to vaccinate.  These folks have the funds & lawyers at their disposal if it comes to that & the

means to organize resistance / protests.
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For these reasons, I have a little optimism left that mandated vaccines can be detoured when push

comes to shove.  Big Pharma I believe are testing the waters now, but even they must realize there

is a limit.  Unfortunately, I fear vaccines may become like GMO & non-organic food:  Only those in

the know & with money can opt out.  This will be the great travesty of our times.

Posted On 01/12/2021

 

Kevin131

Satanists don't care about human rights or humanity, these people kidnap and traWc children for

blood sacriXces, they'd have to be human to respect human rights...stop projecting your own

humanity onto them thinking it will stick, they know exactly what this scamdemic is for, mass

genocide, and they don't care, they'll use frozen sperm and eggs stolen from cold storage to

repopulate the planet after erasing humanity and human wisdom by eliminating the knowledge

passed down from human to human, book burning internet and print truth, and reprogramming the

future population into a complete state of dependence and slavery. And then they'll *** up again

and collapse civilization completely, being responsible for the extinction of humanity. That's the

future they're driving off the cliff... now's not the time to recommend a driving course to these

psychopaths, or expect them to use a turn signal while changing lanes to run over the last free

human on earth...

Posted On 01/13/2021

 

cakesjean

Thank you. This is such a powerful article.  I will print it out and highlight the important phrases and

keywords that will arm me for those many discussions surrounding this subject.

Posted On 01/12/2021
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mourningwarbler

How wonderful that there are reasonable people in your proximity!  It is a great article with videos.

 It just seems people either agree or are so armored with fear that reason is impossible.

Posted On 01/12/2021

 

stanleybecker

yes warnler ~ it is almost impossible to Xnd anyone who is prepared to question the death

statistics and FEAR surrounding this PLANNED-demic

Posted On 01/12/2021

 

Kevin131

What debate, the debate that is blacklisted and censured and deplatformed en mass by corporate

media? Great, so we'll be well informed to have a debate with a wall...

Posted On 01/13/2021

 

mickermo

For a change, I have nothing to add to the discussion! Dr. M, you certainly have a following of

intelligent, well informed and knowledgeable folks. Thanks for all I learned today! Glad I'm not the only

one that has great concern for humanity and the USA.

Posted On 01/12/2021
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Jackaroni

I don't know what can be said that hasn't already been said.  To be forced to receive an experimental

vaccine that hasn't even be proven to actually prevent Covid, the seriousness of which has been totally

over-blown, in order to work, travel, or attend school or public gatherings is nothing short of cruel and

evil.  And even if you receive the vaccine you will still need to wear masks and to social distance, both

of which have been scientiXcally proven to be totally useless!  Total madness.

Posted On 01/12/2021

 

jamNjim

It's basically no different than a common cold. That's why children have little to no side effects

(sni}es) when they catch it. If you lived inside a sterile bubble until you were 75 and someone let

you out you would most likely die from the common cold  or eu. That's basically what is happening

here. This virus is so unique, even though it is a coronavirus, our bodies don't recognize it and we

have an adverse reaction to it. So it's like being let out of a sterile bubble for the Xrst time when you

catch this virus. Again, virtually no one under 65 has anything to worry about.

Posted On 01/12/2021

 

ChrisColes

My primary concern is very simple; these EXPERIMENTAL RNA vaccines are going to modify the DNA

of every recipient of the vaccine. There has been no research about that. No public debate about the

long term possibility of side effects. Of even greater importance, it is what is known as the Xrst world

that is receiving them; while the rest of the planet's populations are looking on because our

governments can afford to pay for them. We may be about to witness the destruction of what one

might describe as western civilisation.
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Posted On 01/12/2021

 

stanleybecker

Hi Chris ~ it has nothing to do with "Xrst world economics" as in our bankrupt third world country

the International Monetary Fund has pressured our eager politicians to accept a half billion Rand

loan that will ultimately be paid out to Pharma ~ so Pharma and the banks are working together for

a common goal of commercial aggrandizement for themselves

Posted On 01/12/2021

 

bill2235

Always remember our government pays for nothing.  We pay for it

Posted On 01/12/2021

 

mirandola

WELL SAID!!!! I will cross post this here because I think it is really important: The point being, that I

think that BigPharma, the WHO, the CDC, FDA, Fauci et al, all know a thing or two about how to

induce autoimmunity. Dear Reader, of Any Stripe or Color, On Any Side of the Street, Do You?

Posted On 01/12/2021

 

bahmi0

Let's get one thing straight, Pilgrim. Should we have massive die-off of those who accepted the Covid

"vaccine", it will not be what one would call an "accident". Friends, we are in mortal danger of getting
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depopulated, this is no accident. Genocide is but one aspect of the Great Reset. Preparation for

depopulation has already smashed the world economy and we have many governors proffering Xlthy

lies as to why we should/must be vaccinated. 24 senior citizens were recently terminated at an Auburn,

NY convalescent home thanks to a "mistake" engendering administration of a Warp Speeded vaccine.

 Does this make you want to have your institutionalized parents inoculated mach schnell?

Posted On 01/12/2021

 

Kevin131

5G operated remote 'Kinder Action' for all...

Posted On 01/13/2021

 

JAMK

Very informative article!  We need to continue to say "NO" to toxic drugs and the ugly thugs from

invading the Country.

Posted On 01/12/2021

 

oli3047

Two nieces work in hospitals as Registered Nurses.  One is to deliver a child on July 1, the other,

July 15.  As front-line medical workers, they are indeed Xrst in line to receive this toxic mix.  God

help us.

Posted On 01/12/2021
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jamNjim

Here are my biggest concerns: 1) No animal testing has been done with these vaccines. 2) They have

been attempting to make an mRNA vaccine for Sars-CoV-1 since 2005 with ZERO success. 3) All

attempts to make a Sars-CoV-1 vaccine FAILED during phase 3 of the animal trials. The animals had a

robust immune response (lots of antibodies) after receiving the vaccine and when they were exposed

to the real virus, they all died. 4) Sars-CoV-2 (Covid-19) is a mutation of Sars-CoV-1. If they couldn’t

make a successful vaccine for #1 then how were they able to pull one off for #2?? That makes

absolutely no sense. 5) There’s already a major mutation of this virus in S. Africa that they fear the

current vaccine will not work on. So, what’s the point in getting vaccinated? 6) Mass vaccine

campaigns may produce more mutated versions of this virus that are even more deadly.  So, if I’m

forced to get vaccinated, I will wait for an attenuated or inactivated version of the vaccine to come out.

I will NOT get an mRNA vaccine! The immediate side effects of attenuated/inactivated   vaccines are

less risky and there are few to no long-term side effects.

Posted On 01/12/2021

 

Kevin131

They make bioweapons, the newest version contains nano particles that assemble into a micro

antenna in the spleen, and are tracked and interfaced by 5G systems, which can be used as a

targeting system for the 5G directed energy weapons systems, causing autoimmune triggering,

blood mutations, clotting, asphyxiation, and death, remotely...hence the BLM moniker, 'I can't

breathe', is telecasting what they're plan really is...vaccinating a remote operated kill switch into

every human they can, for control and eugenics. It's not enought to 'Xre seven thousand

employees', when they Xre you, they want you dead immediately, that's what this whole thing is to

effect... A solar eare could trigger a mass die off by accident, there are no save guards to this tech

control, and they don't fucking care, why would they, they want to force this Dune heart plug on

everyone...

Posted On 01/13/2021
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skupe59

It's all a money-making and mass murder scheme. It is so easy to prevent. Nobody in the scientiXc

Xelds will tell the truth about preventing this or the cheap and easy ways of curing it when it is Xrst

diagnosed.

Posted On 01/12/2021

 

harvelicious

The entire fear-mongering medical crisis' and subsequent "lock-downs" & "vaccines",  as well as, other

fear-mongering agendas such as 'wars', 'terrorism', 'climate change', 'mass migration', 'racism', 'white

supremacy', 'feminism', 'equality', et al,  are nothing more than colossal brainwashing scams of epic

proportions perpetrated by the "power class" & their operatives that is merely a cover for the actual

fascistic technocratic transhumanism agenda.  It certainly appears that cognitive dissonance &

'Stockholm Syndrome' dominate the public domain. Critical thinking (analysis), common sense &

morality have been pushed into the dust bin of human discourse. The scourge of "RELATIVISM" & the

deadly virus of "being right" has engulfed & overtaken Western Society. To prove this point, we only

have to go as far as these current 'plandemic' veriXable facts:

1) an isolated and puriXed SARS-CoV-2 sample DOES NOT EXIST anywhere! - based on

scientiXc/medical gold standard protocols & ethics. BUT, there are, at least, 76,047 SARS-CoV-2

genome sequences in the oWcial scientiXc/medical GenBank & GISAID genetic databases, including

patented genomes. Many alleged virus genetic sequences, including Covid are computer generated

simulations!

2) all the 'testing' & 'vaccines' are frauds if no pathogen is isolated or puriXed! A provable test must be

"QUANTITATIVE", but, not one is. They are all 'qualitative' meaning theoretical. The tests are designed

to suit the agenda. "Positives" are actually "false positive" because it tests positive for human

chromosome 8, which, is one of the test primers. 3) Understand medical terminology - "CASES" are not

to include asymptomatic subjects, for which, make up, at least, 85% + of the "cases". Also,

re-designation of 'cause of death' is fraudulent! 4) Massive censorship of facts & counter-narrative
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voices. 5) All media sounding like 'parrots', no veriXable sources, no questioning Remember that

science can only verify what already exists!

Posted On 01/12/2021

 

IrishEddieHatesGMOS

They do not care about us.  We are lab rats, and that is how they view us. We are worthless to them,

except to bleed us of any money we have and sell our organs on the black market.  These people are

Satan's spawn.

Posted On 01/12/2021

 

mirandola

We pay our taxes. We have to invoke that and insist that they give a care!

Posted On 01/12/2021

 

Jackaroni

We are seen as numbers on a spread sheet, not as thinking, feeling human beings with family and

friends that love us.

Posted On 01/12/2021

 

moggypet
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Unfortunately, for humanity's sake, the best outcome is mass adverse reactions to these vaccines and

a groundswell revolt against the technocrats, corrupt politicians and media.

Posted On 01/12/2021

 

BernadetteGately

Does anyone have some avice about how to ameliorate any toxic effects of a Covid vaccine? Grateful

for any good ideas and knowledge.

Posted On 01/11/2021

 

stanleybecker

"how to avoid toxic effects of the Covid vaccine?" ~ yes, Bernadette AVOID this injection like the

PLAGUE

Posted On 01/11/2021

 

Almond

If you feel you cannot avoid being vaccinated, Xrst see a homeopathic physician who is

experienced with diseases, nosodes and neutralizing toxins energetically.  The problem may be

getting a timely appointment scheduled and even Xnding such a person nowadays As for the

following information, those who are knowledgeable will understand what I am trying to

communicate.   I know there is a computer generated mathematical formula that can be used to

duplicate most prescription drugs energetically using a properly constructed Rife-bare machine.

 What can be done can prob also be reversed.  The formula is generated on computer because it

would take a brilliant person 3 days, or so, to work thru it with pencil and paper, and this is

assuming no errors were made.  
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Synthetic drugs are simple to duplicate because they usually have a standard chemical formula.

 The chemistry of the vaccine is much more complex and I would not know how to begin to create

a formula to neutralize it.   My concern is for any kind of chip, tattoo or tracking/surveillance

device.  This does not seem to be part of the vaccine at this time.  If that happens. there are ways

to neutralize the transmission of data electronically. The penetration is not deep, and you would

NOT want it in the thin tissue of your body such as a wrist where blood vessels are near the

surface.  If closer to fatty cells, it would be a simple matter to use a simple traditional escharotic

that is not overly painful to remove it.

Better to avoid the vaccine altogether. II Corinthians 6:14.

Posted On 01/12/2021

 

R6163164

"I know there is a computer generated mathematical formula that can be used to duplicate most

prescription drugs energetically using a properly constructed Rife-bare machine." PseudoscientiXc

nonsense. "Better to avoid the vaccine altogether" Strongly agreed.

Posted On 01/12/2021

 

stanleybecker

Almond Cahill/ Mikovits/ WakeXeld all stress the same point ~ once you have vaccinated with the

Covid RNA vaccine the situation is ineradicable ~ you are changed for life and nothing can be done

to alleviate the damage.

Posted On 01/12/2021

 

balhawk
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Short of Xnding a practitioner who deliberately spoils the vaccine with "improper storage", the only

methods that seem plausible are to break down the PEG that shields the mRNA from enzymes that

would break it down and massive amounts of the proper enzymes to do just that.

Posted On 01/12/2021

 

mirandola

How does one counteract the toxicity with a mix of noxious ingredients such as these? One

doesn't.  www.theepochtimes.com/people-with-certain-allergies-shouldnt-get-covid..

Posted On 01/12/2021

 

msellington

"a new kind of vaccine"...? no way ,they got this word "vaccine" on these new drugs as a "legal

description" so they could come under the blanket of protection of "vaccines" ,they are not responsible

for any damage or deaths that are caused by the new "vaccines" ,what a joke ......the gov gave billions

to big pharma to develope this "vaccine" , now they are paying for every dose , big pharma gives to the

people , this has been one big money dump for big pharma . they may  be the richest industry in the

world after this .

Posted On 01/12/2021

 

mirandola

msellington, what ba}es my mind is how they think they can remain rich for very long. After

people die they will lose customers. Duh! no brainer. As if talking that way about human beings and

loved ones, is even acceptable.
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Posted On 01/12/2021

 

balhawk

Yeppers.  Worst scam in history.   Poison people, than make money from the treatment of the

effects,

Posted On 01/13/2021

 

balhawk

This is not even a vaccine, in the usual sense, but a programmed auto-immune response.  What could

possibly go wrong with that? Potentially causing infertility.  Now ain't that a surprise, given the

population reduction agenda of the technocratic elite?  

There has been an alarming incidence of miscarriages among young people I know lately, which is

evidently due to their over-vaccination from existing vaccines, which may not even have as great an

effect on fertility as this one.  I warn all my friends to avoid any vaccines while pregnant, however their

docs may push the shots.

Posted On 01/12/2021

 

Islander

In no way is it possible to blame miscarriages among young people on the Covid vaccine. One

would have to have been pregnant for several weeks for a miscarriage to take place — and nowhere

in the USA have young people yet even been eligible for the vaccine. In fact it may be six months or

more before the vaccine becomes available to the general population.
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Posted On 01/12/2021

 

stanleybecker

Islander ~ miscarriages have many causes ~ if the protein  synctin is attacked after RNA

programming the organism will not be able to conceive and hold the child for all three semesters

Posted On 01/12/2021

 

Johman0

Islander, I think balhawk is saying that the last 30 years of massively increasing scheduled

vaccines for my children’s generation is causing fertility problems already.

Posted On 01/12/2021

 

msellington

YES  not a vaccine .........it is called a vaccine ,only as a "legal description" to protect big pharma

from liability ,they can not be sued for any damage , caused from damage /death from the

"vaccine" ( a legal description)

Posted On 01/12/2021

 

ChrisColes

Islander There are many people who are directly stating that the novelty of creating spikes on

human cells within our bodies; matches the very same process that allows the placenta of a

woman to attache to the embryo within the woman's womb. Americas Frontline Doctors have
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suggested that that will cause a classic case of a failure to reach full term.

Posted On 01/12/2021

 

mirandola

Islander, please read more about the mechanisms of autoimmune attack. Understanding the

mechanism may lead you to a different conclusion.

www.ei-resource.org/articles/chronic-fatigue-syndrome-articles/balance..  this is only one part of

the immune system. Over-activating antibodies will lead to ineammation. This is known in medical

circles.

Posted On 01/12/2021

 

balhawk

I thought it was obvious enough I was referring to existing vaccines contributing to infertility; and

this one having the potential to do so to an even greater degree hardly coming as a surprise.  Just

the same, it is DESIGNED to cause an auto-immune response, and it is the height of folly not to

expect adverse consequences. As I've posted many times before, we've had stories like the tale of

Dr. Frankenstein for ages, and the message is still not heeded.

Posted On 01/13/2021

 

mirandola

ACLU: www.aclu.org/news/privacy-technology/coronavirus-immunity-passports-ar..  "An immunity

passport system is fundamentally different from a regime whereby employers routinely test workers

for COVID-19 or screen for symptoms, to ensure that no one with active infection is entering a

workplace. In the latter system, only contagious workers are prevented from going to work and only for
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the period of time in which they are contagious. Every worker is subject to the same screening rules.

But an immunity passport system would divide workers into two classes — the immune and the

non-immune — and the latter might never be eligible for a given job short of contracting and surviving

COVID-19 if an immune worker is available to take the slot.

"To start, the science does not yet justify the use of immunity passports or certiXcates. The World

Health Organization has stated that we do not yet know the level of protection that COVID-19

antibodies (which show that someone was previously infected with the virus) provide against

reinfection, nor do we know how long such protection might last. There are also ongoing questions

about the accuracy of various COVID-19 antibody tests, with more than a dozen such tests currently on

the market producing inaccurate or inconsistent results.

Even small error rates could make reliance on antibody tests unworkable, or dangerous for those

workers who get a false positive for antibodies. Given the lack of scientiXc support for reliable

immunity determinations, no signiXcant policy decisions should currently be made on the basis of

presumed immunity".    Read more above We already have 50% of frontline medical care workers and

XreXghters refusing the vaccine  

www.forbes.com/sites/tommybeer/2021/01/02/large-numbers-of-health-care..   My "Take" : I think

there may be a push, but it is going to fall. The system will correct itself. My two cents

Posted On 01/12/2021

 

mirandola

What people in general don't think about, is that lawmakers can NOT make any law they just

conveniently wish. They do NOT have that authority under the law. We have to invoke the laws and

hold them to it.  ~"The states shall make no laws abridging the immunities and privileges of the

citizens of the United States" 14th amendment. ~We have a legal Right to Refusal ~We have an

Americans with Disabilities Act ~"The right of the people to be secure in their persons, houses,

papers and effects, against unreasonable search and seizure, shall not be violated" 4th

amendment. ~It is when we do NOT invoke the law that lawmakers and police run  over us

roughshod. Can it help us at all to NOT invoke the law?  ~So called legal immunity for BigPharma is

an unconstitutional gag order.
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This has to be over-ridden, in a court of law. It also violates the 14th amendment, more.....the

lawBREAKERS can not make such laws! If BigPharma under their King George rules, is rendered

legally immune, then prosecute the LawBREAKERS who penned such so called "immunity!"

Whoever said we can't prosecute BigPharma even if technically,they can not be sued? Is it their

distinctive function in society, to cause severe side effects, autoimmunity, anaphylaxis and even in

some cases, death? Is it their title and function, to understate and brush such statistics aside? To

invoke mass terror? Good lawyers will overcome the gags and will litigate. And we must!

~I am not an attorney. If you have legal questions, ask your attorney. ~I  am not anti-vaccine, but

am opposed to mandates, coercion, brainwashing and severe toxicity. I question the modalities of

administering vaccines, is this low grade sepsis? I think people should , and must, be free to

choose. That not only is democracy, it also is just plain medical commonsense. If people are told

they have no right to choose and be free from side effects, and wherever side effects occur, this is

violence and must be punished as such, in a court of law.

Posted On 01/12/2021

 

balhawk

I'm glad to see the ACLU is being true to its name on this matter, at least so far.

Posted On 01/12/2021

 

Jackaroni

I am concerned about the development of edible vaccines.  What is to keep them from slipping a

vaccine into school lunches?  Your cheeseburger?  Sounds like a victory garden is in order.

Posted On 01/12/2021
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blarse1

It’s probably in the fake meat

Posted On 01/12/2021

 

Mehlinda

These Vaccines are NOT peer-reviewed, doctors and nurses, and caregivers are refusing the vaccine, a

doctor has recently died after the vaccine, his blood platelets would not return to normal. Someone,

please explain the relationship. Here is the article in Chicago Tribune.  

www.chicagotribune.com/coronavirus/e-ne-miami-doctor-vaccine-death-20..

Posted On 01/12/2021

 

Randyfast

Where the dumbed down masses see a "deadly pandemic"; I see utter insanity! I can assure you that

this society will never be back to "normal". Normal is no more! "Are COVID-19 Vaccines Really as

Effective as Advertised?". Yes; as far as sickness and death goes; they will be very effective! "while

PXzer's and Moderna's vaccines have reported very high success rates". Of course they're going to tell

us that their vaccines are "safe and effective" and "successful". What else are they going to tell us! This

is not about taking care of people's health and it never has been. It is about Money, Power and

Control...always has been; always will be!

"millions of people may be exposed to unacceptable risk in return for a very minor beneXt." What

"beneXt"? The only people who are "beneXting", are the one's pushing the vaccines and the one's who

have investments in the vaccine industry! This is eugenics at the very least and I for one am 100%

against this insanity! Healthy people don't need Big Pharma "pretending" to take care of their health -

ever! The entire industry is an abomination to humanity! In the midst of all the hype and propaganda
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concerning this "Deadly Virus", I can assure anyone who's reading this post that this virus (whatever it

is), is absolutely no "threat" to them. I'm sure that I've repeated this, ad nauseum; if you've gone this

long without "becoming sick with covid"; then it's only (un)common sense and rational to assume that

you are not going to get sick from this virus that is allegedly "raging" across the planet! Enough of this

HOAX!

Posted On 01/12/2021

 

00

The hospital workers tell me that the reason they are "overwhelmed" is because they laid off so

many people to keep the virus down and then so many have been quarantined. They also agree

with me that the virus is a head cold which gets stuck in your throat, either hack it up or die.  Older

people don't have the strength to hack it up, so they die. I had it, fever for 6 weeks (on and off),

much hacking, coughing and sneezing. First sign is hic-cups for an hour or more.

Posted On 01/12/2021

 

msellington

thank you randyfast. i agree . our whole medical profession is a joke. they are just people doing

,what they think is their job. our doctors are taught when they are young people in medical scool ,

they are just plain stupid . look at their attitudes ......

Posted On 01/12/2021

 

Randyfast

Thanks, Msellington. Nothing but the truth!
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Posted On 01/12/2021

 

jdarnall64

Not good period.. vaccine created this fast is irresponsible and dangerous. It's deXnitely proving that

out.This virus is not a death threat as many want us to believe. I have had three family members test

positive but not got really sick or came close to dying. It is not a virus worthy of all these fear tactics.

You keep your  immune system healthy and you will never have to worry.

Posted On 01/12/2021

 

blarse1

People are going to drop like eies from the vaccine

Posted On 01/12/2021

 

epa1375

Dr. Peter Hotez, who is a pro-vaxxer and pushes vaccines for Big Pharma, Explains The Dangers of

mRNA Covid Vaccines: SAFETY PROBLEMS WITH CORONAVIRUS VACCINES, DR. PETER HOTEZ

www.bitchute.com/.../io37Wag6xpiC   Paradoxical Immune Enhancement!

Posted On 01/12/2021

 

balhawk

Hotez is evidently aware that the cover "vaccine" could have serious adverse effects on the

practice of vaccination.  Which could be its best side-effect, albeit at a horrible human cost.
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Posted On 01/13/2021

 

kyrismom

so are you recommending that people not get the vaccine and remain sheltered in place for the rest of

our lives? i am 82 and have been self isolating for almost a year now, thankfully escaping getting the

virus.  but very frightened of getting it.

Posted On 01/12/2021

 

cat6071

Why are you self-isolating?  That's on you!  I perform at Country Clubs where there are 89 year old

women dancing!  Live your life!!!  They wanted you to be fearful by stating that all over 65 are so

vulnerable!  No they're not!  Take care and go outside and live!

Posted On 01/12/2021

 

blarse1

Don’t be so afraid that you’re going to die that you’re afraid to live.

Posted On 01/12/2021

 

balhawk

Like cat6071 and blarse1 said.  This very site has plenty of recommendations on how to maximize

one's chances to ward off or minimize the effects of cover, such as keeping up your vitamin D level,
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improving glucose tolerance, and getting appropriate exercise.  There are also very effective

nutritional (e.g., megadose vitamin C) and oxidative (nebulized hydrogen peroxide) treatments that

can greatly help speed recovery, especially if begun at the very Xrst sing one may be getting ill.   All

the more reason to live one's life.

The covid shot has risks, too.   The point is that everybody's potential risks are different.   For some

who do not have PEG antibodies the shot may be the roll of the dice that has better odds, but I

think it's really too early to tell.  The decision is up to the individual, as far as I'm concerned.  What

we want above all is the LIBERtY to make informed decisions, and what we get from government

and the mainstream media is shilling, rather than balanced information.  Somebody needs to say

what they cover up.  The purpose of this site is to inform people as best possible.  Like the banner

at the top says, take control of your health.

Posted On 01/13/2021

 

farmercist

With the socialist overthrow of America, no doubt these vaccines will be made mandatory.

Posted On 01/12/2021

 

00

naw, now that they secured the White House they will let up, they won't push for mandatory

vaccination.

Posted On 01/12/2021

 

Shasha
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This is not a vaccine..may not help/may destroy health/kill. It is a bio-weapon to lower the

population. It doesn't Xt the deXnition of a vaccine. They want to lower the population from 7.8

billion to 500 million people on this earth.

Posted On 01/12/2021

 

mirandola

farmercist, please comment on these vaccine ingredients listed here

www.theepochtimes.com/people-with-certain-allergies-shouldnt-get-covid..

Posted On 01/12/2021

 

marylynngrimes

This woman gives a slightly different slant and explains it all so clearly:  https://youtu.be/6zzy7pKs8Ck

Posted On 01/12/2021

 

anonymous123

@ Amond OK, I shall give you the low down since you asked It's a tad long so I posted it at

https://pastebin.com/3xYL12Cz   Please note that I cannot accept any friends invitations not because

I'm not a friendly person It's because there's too many black magicians and whatnots desperate to

connect with me in order to get into my personal space to chew my ass off Normies won't understand

what i'm rabbitting about but the SSP  etc psychics know full well what I mean.

Posted On 01/14/2021
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WL4816

"Mass vaccinating women of childbearing age against COVID-19 could potentially have the devastating

consequence of causing mass infertility if the vaccine triggers an immune reaction against syncytin-1."

 Population reduction is what Bill Gates told us the vaccine will do, but he never explained how it will do

that. It looks like the target is women's reproductive systems.

Posted On 01/13/2021

 

wallguy

So polyethylene glycol is harmful to Xdo.  Duh?  But OK for bipeds?  Hmmm? What purpose or function

in a VAX??  Is it the sweetness? The very thing Xdo is attracted to? Maybe cool the hard steel needle as

it's forced half an inch beyond the dermis protection layer Whereby inducted pressure of strange

non-native liquid is expanding such like any pierce wound quickly reacts to?  Even a street junkie

knows the pain when they missed the artery! I recall as a child getting a full dose of real penicillin in the

rectum region. Of course it hurt  like heck They stopped that practice as a result of folks having

horrible reactions. With no way of retrieving the euid once deeply injected you were on your own and

hospitalized.  What i do recall is Dr. Kelsey writing a prescription for an ice cream cone at the Rexall

Drug store  below the doctor oWce.  See how big Pharma grooms you for this!  Ice cream if you are a

good boy!

Posted On 01/13/2021

 

Heretical

[S]pike proteins... contain syncytin-homologous proteins that are essential for the formation of

placenta. If a woman’s immune system starts reacting against syncytin-1, then there is a possibility she

could become infertile." Hmmm? Not that I'm a conspiracy theorist...but, could this be an underlying

reason for this whole pandemic-must-have-vaccine BS? The people with the gold (the real golden rule:
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those with the gold rule: Bill Gates, etc.) want to reduce the world's population. It's just a thought.

Posted On 01/13/2021

 

grilly111

Thank you for your full in depth analysis. This takes a deep personal commitment to do good for

people. It is the comparatively very few professional people such as yourself dear Dr Mercola who have

a strong ethical courage to lead a huge majority of untrained but otherwise fully trusting people into a

knowledge that much being sought to be done to them as a global population that is pure EVIL, and

that we should NOT allow ourselves to be experimented upon, damaged, sterilized, poisoned, and

ultimately killed-off.  With 5G towers being run in the comparatively near future at very, very high

maximum gigahertz of microwave intensity - at the whim of the controllers of these towers -

there is the real physical capacity, location by location, to 'fry' (overheat) fatally the brain stems of

people resident in those areas whose bodies have been eooded by repeated 'vaccination' with

microwave-radiation attenuating metal nano-particulates, in the name and under the cover of a falsely

engineered pandemic. This is the ultimate evil depopulation plan of the Gates family eugenicists,

backed-up Xnancially by major MAJOR negative interests seeking to take-over the natural wealth and

the infrastructure of the Earth.  On a spiritual level there is even much MUCH more to this . .

Posted On 01/13/2021

 

blarse1

Grilly that was very well said. I agree with you.

Posted On 01/13/2021

 

dejure
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FIRST, Bill Gates of Hell IS NOT a world leader. That indisputable fact aside, all of us HIGHLY allergic TO

polyethylene glycol (PEG) have that, ALONE, as our justiXcation for refusing vaccines tainted with it.

Posted On 01/12/2021

 

Almond

The email headline asks, "What is causing the severe covid reactions?'" Maybe the correct question is

to return to the source and ask, "Who caused covid--and is responsible for the reactions?"  "Or, "Qui

bono"--who is beneXtting?"   Keep in mind that for every action, there is an opposite and equal reaction.

That is what we are seeing now... an elaborate plot to capture and convict the swamp creatures in a

very precise series of attacks that are a race against time. A proper diagnosis is necessary for good

treatment, so we need to focus as much on the cause as the outcome.  Then, there should be an effort

to prevent a recurrence in the future once we better  understand what is going on.  

This is not about health.  Covid is merely a vehicle for the oligarchs to extend their tentacles into every

aspect of our lives--education, travel, buying and selling, privacy, religion, freedom of assembly and

association, 2A, health care decisions...  In other words, to neutralize all your God-given rights under

the constitution and bill of rights. If you are paying attention, you will notice that events are occurring

very rapidly.  There are news blackouts.  This is not just poor journalism.  Many articles are only a few

sentences long and, after reading, you have no idea what they are about.  You can observe the

movement of troops, national guard and military equipment around the country.  People have an

intuitive sense of a siege and many store shelves are bare or understocked with a variety of goods.

 Supermarkets have held food back so long in warehouses to ration it and make sure there is

something on shelves that stores are now selling produce with rotten spots and limiting meat

purchases. The signs are all around you.   Something is up and the pressure is building as events

escalate.   Stay safe and be prepared.

Posted On 01/12/2021

 

anonymous123
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@ Almond You said, "Something is up" Yes, something very, very big is up. It's so big that nobody

believes it when I tell them Only those who are aXcionados of that particular 'conspiracy theory'

have no problems Or the government minions who are actively suppressing any discussion on this.

Are you prepared to be open minded? Really, really open minded It is the biggest secret of those

who control this world The problem with trying to inform people is that this is information that has

been very actively suppressed and totally ridiculed for the past 4 decades All these governments

know, which is why they obey these orders to impose masks, lockdowns, social distancing etc

These people have been promised a golden ticket to safety for themselves and their families

provided they obey.

I can provide you with many links and articles to back up what I claim But it's so big, nobody

believes this I've just had a nice guy said in his blog that this is tin foil hat stuff but he allowed my

post to appear because he believes in freedom of speech I salute his graciousness but it's such a

waste of my time and energy trying to warn people I'll skip the details  and put it in a nutshell A

multi-year period of extinction level events is about to start The top guys who are colluding to

vaccinate us know about this The Deagle population forecast is a very realistic estimate The

Georgia Guidestones  500 million is achievable, even without the help of vaccinations, nukes etc

This is the truth I won't bother to tell you what it is because it puts everyone off ....

Posted On 01/12/2021

 

Almond

anonymous... Shame on you for leaving out the last chapter of the book after I read that far... No,

actually, I still have a bit of sense of humor left.   Blessings and peace be with you.

Posted On 01/12/2021

 

BartBee

https:/mashable.com/article/covid-19-treatments-research/ 3 Surprising Drugs Being Repurposed To
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Fight Covid

Posted On 01/12/2021

 

BartBee

What news from very highly populated countries? Are these people also being "saved" from Covid via

the "vaccine", or are we in the West the guinea pigs?

Posted On 01/12/2021

 

RickWeatherill

"After all, in order to determine who has been vaccinated..." AI facial recognition, here we come! And

not to ever forget how US military personnel were deliberately exposed to atomic bomb radiation. It's

not a one-off, and is the main reason the hoi polloi exists - a huge petri dish waiting.........

Posted On 01/12/2021

 

kenrmac

For the sake of clarity.was the PXzer.trial only 170 participants of which only 6 were vaccinated? I was

if the belief that there were 140.000 in the trial of which 170 got the virus.

Posted On 01/12/2021

 

Healthseeker_54

I thought the trial size was around 44,000. In any case, 170 participants actually came down with
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the virus, and of those, I think 8 were vaccinated and the other 162 were placebos.

Posted On 01/12/2021

 

deegarzain

Interesting.  If it can cause infertility, that would be one answer to controlling population growth, added

to the already evident grouping of elderly nursing home residents together, including those that have

Covid, in buildings with recycled air.  Hmm.  Could there be a sneaky genocide that is behind the whole

nasty mess?  Or am I just an old, crazy, cat lady?????

Posted On 01/12/2021

 

Johman0

Think about it. One generation with no babies, depop. achieved.

Posted On 01/13/2021

 

poplegendpop

The immune system cannot uncloak cancer cells. The cell does this so the immune system cannot

recognize it as friend or foe. There are several ways to  accomplish uncloaking the cancer cell by

simple supplements. What are they? You need to do the research as I have.

Posted On 01/12/2021

 

ScanKat
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This is Children of Men come to life. Watch it if you have not seen it before. The medical industry has

been unleashed with this Xasco. God can only help us now . Pray hard.

Posted On 01/12/2021

 

tmac13

Forced/coerced vaccination with an EXPERIMENTAL vaccine that has NEVER worked in man nor beast

when we have cures? YES CURES! Ivermectin + Doxycycline + Zinc Professor Thomas Borody

developer of the triple therapy treatment for peptic ulcers in 1987. “It’s easier than treating the eu

now”. “You can actually eradicate it”. “We know it’s curable”

covexit.com/we-know-its-curable-its-easier-than-treating-the-eu-profe..  

https://vimeo.com/490351508    Dr. Pierre Kory (FLCCC Alliance, covid19criticalcare.com  ) What is the

legal term for withholding treatments that leads to the death of the patient?

Posted On 01/12/2021

 

Jim_Bo

Thank you (yet again!) Dr. Mercola and Top Posters for your sage critiques!

Posted On 01/12/2021

 

Candid

Dr. Carrie Madji,  here in greater Atlanta area in Georgia, offers serious implications regarding the

vaccine that brings questions to ponder.  If you are still undecided as to it's far reaching effects it is

worth watching.  www.bitchute.com/.../uz5A4f1JDByJ  www.docscores.com/.../dr-carrie-madej-do
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Posted On 01/12/2021

 

Jackaroni

Dr. Udo Ulfkotte appeared on this video.  He has written a book called "Journalists for Hire, How

the CIA buys the News" it is unavailable and appears to be so because it was pulled off the market.

Interesting that Dr. Udo died of an "apparent" heart attack at the age of 56, shortly after his book

was written.  I guess the CIA didn't want the truth to get out.

Posted On 01/12/2021

 

cat6071

Whoa!!!!!!!   Everything that I've been reading in one video.  I mean..look at your phone settings!

 There's a health app on it already!

Posted On 01/12/2021

 

Malasmom

Please take the fertility aspect seriously...  here are many military women out there who took the

Anthrax vaccine and were never told how it would affect their fertility.  Also, the Gardasil vaccine...

 May God help us..

Posted On 01/12/2021

 

QuebecCity
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Interestingly a report from ctvnews.ca wrote about hospital CEOs jumping queue to get the vaccine.

www.ctvnews.ca/health/coronavirus/why-some-hospital-pr-executives-and-..

Posted On 01/12/2021

 

Lunajoy44

This article is awesome and I am going to share it with all the people I know who think that getting this

crazy-dangerous vaccine is going to save us and return things to "normal".  Thanks Dr. Mercola!

Posted On 01/12/2021

 

greenrita

I am a blood type A non-secretor.  My cells do not clear toxins easily.  After having detoxed chemicals,

metals, harmful microbes and a litany of trauma sites, I will defend my right to refuse the COVID

vaccine that would debauch my hard won clean "house" with polyethylene glycol and a host of polluting

excipients.  I learned the key to optimal health and well being.  The wisest strategy is to relieve the

body's endogenous toxic load bio-accumulated since inception and the immune system is free and

turbo charged to defend the body from new exogenous threats.   At 67 yoa, I am transformed from

debilitated by Systemic Candidiasis, heavy metal and chemical toxicity as well as  PTSD into Xercely Xt

after following the guidance of the following master minds of health:  

Joe Mercola, Peter D'Adamo, John Parks Trowbridge MD, Lawrence Badgely, Donna Gates, Balch +

Balch, Dr Cass (www.physicaenergetics.com), the Queen of Co-Creative Collaboration with the

Microbiome, micro and macro, Michelle Small Wright via eower essences, microbial balancing

solutions, et al (www.perelandra-ltd.com) and all the gurus and philosophers promoting the beneXts of

mindfulness meditation, yoga, body work, etc  BTW, Mercola's BFRT has been the Xnishing touch in

body sculpting for a blood type A that does not build muscle easily.  Needed to know the BFRT trick

and the tricks of the aforementioned in my adolescence and young adult years of angst about my

weight, depression, auto immune disorder, and general dysbiosis.  greenrita@live.com
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Posted On 01/12/2021

 

Mehlinda

These Vaccines have not been peer-reviewed by a medical panel, many doctors, nurses, and

careworkers are refusing to take the vaccine. Many are having bad reactions, one doctor has died a few

days after his injection. Article in Forbes

www.forbes.com/sites/tommybeer/2021/01/02/large-numbers-of-health-care..

Posted On 01/12/2021

 

PoodleOwner

One of the most disturbing aspects of this mass vaccination program is that the propaganda lead up

has been that people don't get immunity from having had and recovered from the virus. The MSM has

sensationalized rare stories of people who allegedly (no proof) got Covid a second time. There is no

doubt that there are individuals who have deXcient immune systems but it really seemed like these rare

cases were used to build mass fear. The second propaganda component was to promote the idea that

the only way to get Herd Immunity is vaccination. The third propaganda strategy has been to always

lump the 80 to 100 year olds death stats in with the rest of the population. In CA, 50% of deaths today

are still from Long Term Care Facilities. That is a huge number. People in their 80's and beyond have

reached the sunset time of their lifespan and certainly those elderly in LTCF are super frail. Their risks

and death stats from Covid or anything else have nothing to do with the rest of the population. Has the

government and media ever, in history, emphasized the death by eu of people in LTCF. I understand that

there is a separate issue of hospital crowding with Covid that is really bad but that is an issue of using

resources properly. The only Xx for that is everyone has to hide inside? Were 90 year olds with DNRs in

respiratory distress (any cause) routinely sent to the ICU prior to covid or are they only now

overwhelming ICUs because of the contagiousness fear?

The last, major concern I want to mention is that the vaccine program aims to vaccinate everyone and

the millions who have already had and recovered from this virus don't need a vaccine now. It may be
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that they need a booster every few years but seriously, since vaccines are limited in supply and since

some people don't want the vaccine, people who have already recovered should not be pressured into a

vaccine. Health care workers, for example should be exempt from required vaccination if they already

had co

Posted On 01/12/2021

 

Jackaroni

I think it is interesting that the "experts" are even saying that the vaccine will offer a stronger

immune response than naturally acquired immunity.  There is ZERO evidence that this is true.  Has

never been true with any previous vaccine, and the current covid vaccines are too recent to have

any track record.  It is criminal to spread such lies!

Posted On 01/12/2021

 

Shasha

This vaccine had lots of planning it seems when you see the ingredients.

rumble.com/vcblmv-former-fema-operative-celeste-solum-on-what-she-says..

Posted On 01/12/2021

 

blarse1

Thanks for the video. I watched the whole thing. The world is becoming a scary place

Posted On 01/12/2021
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Shasha

Hi, Yes...very important video. People need to see the ingredients etc.. Sad!

Posted On 01/12/2021

 

missdee1234

I know many of my neighbors have gotten their Xrst shots, and within a week or two will get the

second.  None that I know of have had any reactions other than at the shot site on the arm. These are

all older folks.

Posted On 01/12/2021

 

Shasha

There are positive/negative control shots....a study...some with the vaccine/some without the

vaccine.

Posted On 01/12/2021

 

ngfam

The PXzer and Moderna " mRNA" sytle vaccine type, has previously' and is still being uesed to give

people with lung and other cansers, immune treatment to allow their immune systems to uncloak their

cancer. Enabling their immune system to detect and kill thier cancer rather than relying on toxic  cancer

drugs. The mRNA system for delivery to our immune system has been used for years in the Xght

against cancer. So this article is not telling us the truth about  "mRNA"  usage!!! If this article is not
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being truthful about the usage and history of mRNA, then it too has it's own agenda.

Better off taking the Vaccine  than getting the Covid19  virus, death, or life time of disease,organ and

cell damage that the Covid virus is doing to all it infects. It Is not over just because you  beat the Covid

virus. Your health and your body is left with a life time of organ and cell damage even when your Xght is

over! Unbeknown  to us, our bodies are never the same after contracting the Covid virus! You may think

you beat it, but the damage to our bodies forever. And this is the truth no one is telling us! THIS

PUBLISHER IS ALSO, GIVING HALF TRUTHS TO SERVE ITS OWN AGENDA. BUY MY PRODUCT! "NOW

TRUTH HAS BEEN TOLD "

Posted On 01/12/2021

 

Jackaroni

But these people are being given a choice as to whether or not the receive the treatment which is

still EXPERIMENTAL!!!  And these are people who are dying and have nothing to lose!

Posted On 01/12/2021

 

PoodleOwner

You point out important things to consider. Certainly the fact that mRNA vaccine technology has

been developed and studied for a some time is an important part of this story. Although the covid

vaccine was developed with "warp speed", the mRNA technology was not and that should not be

left out of this article. Thank You.

Posted On 01/12/2021

 

mirandola
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ngfam, too many high ranking doctors are speaking out about the dangers of autoimmune attack

from this vaccine. Please know, there are different parts of the immune system. The way they are

tipped is what determines if for one person, cancer is the issue and for another, severe

autoimmune attack. Even there it is not that simple. One can overbalance the immune system

toward Th2 dominance, which leads to cancer due to deXcient Th1. If the Th1 is excessive and Th2

recessive,  you still can get autoimmune attack. Tipping the see saw with immunity, never works.

Posted On 01/12/2021

 

bahmi0

Are you saying everybody has residual health problems after having gone through a Covid episode?

Posted On 01/12/2021

 

Sherryld

This has to be going on everywhere:

vaccineimpact.com/2021/24-dead-and-137-infected-at-ny-nursing-home-aft..

Posted On 01/12/2021

 

Randyfast

Thanks for the link, Sherry. I'll pass it on. This insanity is not going to go away anytime soon!

Posted On 01/12/2021
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drkatiez

Seeing the numbers of miscarriages and couples with infertility already on an increase, it is

troublesome to think that this vaccine may further worsen these problems. Unfortunately, the only

answer that medicine has for some of these couples is 30-40k out of pocket for IVF. Thanks for

bringing awareness to this. I will be sure to share this research with patients.

Posted On 01/12/2021

 

amiz66

OBGyn in Florida took the vaccine 12/18 -- 56 y/o and healthy -- and 3 days later developed dots all

over his skin indicating internal bleeding. Went to hospital, determined he have a low platelet count,

they tried to raise it, but it didn't work. According to his wife, he was "energetic and conscious" through

it all, and then suddenly suffered a hemorrhagic stroke and died. There are many more stories like this

that are being suppressed

Posted On 01/12/2021

 

beachguy

"not reduce the risk of infection" Is that really a fair statement? Does any vaccine reduce the risk of a

viral infection? The purpose of the vaccine is to prime the production of antibodies, not to prevent or

reduce the risk of infection.  In other words, you can still become infected with the Sars-cov2 virus, but

the vaccine will hopefully either prevent it from becoming full blown Covid-19 or at least reduce the

severity.  That's one reason they say for a time period, masks are still recommended. Until maximum

immunity from the vaccines are reached, you can still get infected and be contagious. There is even the

possibility that once vaccinated, you could become infected and for a couple of days be contagious.

Posted On 01/12/2021
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jea1613

I would like to thank you yet again and just to say how ghastly!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! Thank you for so much for

your courage, knowledge and help, where would we be without you.  Take care and watch your back.

 Also thank all your colleagues lets hope they do not succeed. Love Jean and Barry (UK)

Posted On 01/12/2021

 

hamstercage

Is the Oxford AstraZeneca vaccine the lesser evil (as it is not using mRNA)?

Posted On 01/12/2021

 

e_g5680

I am a Scandinavian woman living in Thailand, I’m in my early 70’s and the last thing I want is any

vaccination.  However my family is living in Dubai, Sweden and the USA.  If the airlines or the various

countries mandate this vaccine in order to be allowed to ey, which of the vaccines would be less

harmful to me?  I am leaning towards the Astra Zeneca, since it is an old fashioned vaccine.  I actually

refuse all offers for vaccines, but if I cannot ey in the future I’ll have no choice.  BTW I have COPD.  I

would love to hear your educated replies.

Posted On 01/12/2021

 

jamNjim

The Astra Zeneca would be my choice if I were forced to get vaccinated today. I think it has way

fewer risks and it may (should) work as good (if not better) than the mRNA vaccines. Here's a link
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to a nice explanation on how the Astra Zeneca vaccine works:

www.nytimes.com/interactive/2020/health/oxford-astrazeneca-covid-19-va..

Posted On 01/12/2021

 

mirandola

www.theepochtimes.com/people-with-certain-allergies-shouldnt-get-covid..   "“Our conditions for use,

is what we call them, speciXcally states that, if you have an allergy to any component of the

PXzer/BioNTech vaccine, you should not receive it,” Dr. Stephen Hahn, commissioner of the Food and

Drug Administration (FDA), said on CNN’s “State of the Union.”  "According to a fact sheet (pdf) from

the FDA for healthcare providers, no one who has a known history of a severe allergic reaction, or

anaphylaxis, to any component of the newly approved vaccine should get injected.

"The components are listed as follows: lipids (0.43 mg

(4-hydroxybutyl)azanediyl)bis(hexane-6,1-diyl)bis(2-hexyldecanoate), polyethylene glycol,

N,N-ditetradecylacetamide, 1,2-distearoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphocholine, cholesterol, potassium

chloride, sodium chloride, monobasic potassium phosphate, dibasic sodium phosphate dihydrate, and

sucrose." Wikipedia says that polyethylene glycol is used to lubricate the pinheads in printers to protect

them from ink, that PEG is used in rocket fuel, is made with petroleum, and can cause severe bloody

diarrhea as side effect if swallowed, says WebMD. Yet, Wiki and WebMD both say that the FDA insists

that PEG is safe, just ludicrously stating that it has a low toxicity proXle.

****Are these the people we are being mandated to trust? Follow the money!*****  Add to this that

there are a mix of chemicals, put them together and what have you got, bibbidy bobbidy boo?  In fact, a

study at UC Berkeley recently determined that interactive chemicals have far more noxious health

impacts than one chemical alone. Takes brains to Xgure that out, doesn't it? Apparently in today's world

and in the WHO, FDA, CDC, and in Congress......

Posted On 01/12/2021
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mirandola

~I  am not anti-vaccine, but am opposed to mandates, coercion, brainwashing and severe toxicity. I

question the modalities of administering vaccines, is this low grade sepsis? I think people should ,

and must, be free to choose. That not only is democracy, it also is just plain medical

commonsense.  ~If people are told they have no right to choose and be free from side effects, and

wherever side effects occur, this is violence and must be punished as such, in a court of law. ~I am

not a doctor. If you have medical questions, ask your doctor. ~Be aware however, that doctors may

be "educated" by pharmaceutical salesmen, such as my late father, who quit the Xeld of

pharmaceutical sales after Xnding out how severely faked the studies were/are. Doctors concerned

about vaccines may be under pressure from the CDC and/or WHO. Be very aware as your doctor

answers your questions, do your research, think critically and then, decide for yourself what you

think or conclude.

Posted On 01/12/2021

 

stanleybecker

in this interview with Dr Andrew WakeXeld the Xrst major whistleblower concerning the link between

the MMR vaccine and the Autism Spectrum ~ here Dr WakeXeld discusses the Covid vaccine and his

predictions of what will follow its release on the general public ~ Dr WakeXeld predicts that the

vaccines will be withdrawn within 6 to12 months, like previous attempts at developing a corona

vaccine have failed ~ Dr WakeXeld predicts massive ADVERSE EFFECTS for those that recklessly allow

themselves to be injected with this RNA introduction of a pathogenic agent ~ this man has vast

experience on the subject of vaccination ~ take heed ~

www.brasscheck.com/.../dr-andrew-wakeXeld-speaks

Posted On 01/11/2021

 

mirandola
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Professor Dolores Cahill from Dublin, Ireland,  is speaking out warning about severe autoimmune

attack from the upcoming vaccines and of deaths thereafter, which may or may not be attributed to

the vaccines due to delay in exposure to viruses thereafter. Yet the severe autoimmunity will not

have existed until the vaccine was taken, she says.

principia-scientiXc.com/professor-dolores-cahill-people-will-start-dy..  Professor Cahill was vice

chair of the ScientiXc Committee of the Innovative Medicines Initiative (IMI), a partnership between

the European Commission and the drugs industry to promote new drugs.

Posted On 01/12/2021

 

stanleybecker

quite so Mirandola ~ Cahill is in good company with Andrew WakeXeld and Judy Mikovits ~ these

scientists have all agreed that this experiment will end badly for those that agreed to be poisoned

by a Pharma COMMERCIAL product ~ voluntary suicide after major coercion/ propaganda

exposure allows for huge proXts for SNAKE Gates and major inXrmity for the SUCKERS that allow

the SNAKE to crucify them

Posted On 01/12/2021

 

R6163164

"Dr WakeXeld predicts that the vaccines will be withdrawn within 6 to12 months,"  I think he is far

too optimistic.  The harms will just be covered up.  Just as MILLIONS of SEVERE chronic

disabilities (including my own very many years of mercury poisoning) have been and still are just

pretended away as stupid ideas of tinheads.  Cheers.

Posted On 01/12/2021
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ICONOCLAST

Excellent link Stanley. I watched the 2 videos. People who claim to be informed would also be able

to separate the truth from the lies if they watched this. See what kind of a character Brian Deer is

and how Andrew WakeXeld was framed. The BBC are repeating slandering about him. Is that

anything to do with the millions of £s they receive from Bill Gates? What journalist wants their

career to go the same way as WakeXeld?

Posted On 01/12/2021

 

tatyzehl

mky32022. One must not only look at the number of deaths, maybe those that died didn't even get the

vaccine! Most of the residents of the Nursing home were already sick with Covid 19 before the

vaccinations started on 12/22, and as of today less than half of the residents have actually received a

vaccine! More detailed information is needed to conclude that the deaths can be directly linked to the

vaccine. It would be necessary to know how many of the vaccinated residents died.

Posted On 01/12/2021

 

johnottw

I wonder if our wonderful Dr Mercola will be called upon to perform a key role in President Trumps  new

Health administration after the demise of the CDC. I believe he will only be looking for the most

honourable of men.

Posted On 01/12/2021

 

stanleybecker
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what I see in this article and James Corbett's video  is the fact that the vaccine is useless and

dangerous but the Pharma/ SNAKE goal is to OPPRESS the planetary population and demoralize and

humiliate them in order to totally dominate and ineict political policies that will lead to Mass Die offs of

the human population ultimately leading to human extinction on Planet Earth ~ SNAKE a jumped up

"used car salesman" who has been allowed through bribery ad corruption to become the World health

Supremo when his qualiXcations are the "selling of used cars" ~ the SNAKE is a NIHILIST that like most

criminal minds been stealthily disguising his real ambition which is to end the human experiment on

our planet with the notion that his program is designed to "SAVE" Mankind from a non existent disease

and by bribing the political class which has as little brains as he has to support him in his initial goal

which is the ECONOMIC SUICIDE of Planet Earth ~ no one opposes this creature from the deep lagoon

~ SNAKE is the ZOMBIE Poster Boy ~ they love him and can't wait to offer up their ZOMBIE upper arms

for the DEATH SHOT ~ the whole Planet is now an INSANE ASYLUM and every ZOMBIE is now

subscribing to the "New Normal" of planetary insanity ~ bye bye life.

Posted On 01/12/2021

 

Surrealworld

Anyone know what the SUCROSE in the vaccine is made out of? I have developed a wicked allergy to

corn/BTcorn and want to make sure that the sucrose isn't corn based...

Posted On 01/12/2021

 

Raythe4th

And he causeth all, both small and great, rich and poor, free and bond, to receive a mark in their right

hand, or in their foreheads: and that no man might buy or sell, save he that had the mark, or the name

of the beast, or the number of his name. Here is wisdom. Let him that hath understanding count the

number of the beast: for it is the number of a man; and his number is Six hundred threescore and six.

And the third angel followed them, saying with a loud voice, If any man worship the beast and his

image, and receive his mark in his forehead, or in his hand, the same shall drink of the wine of the
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wrath of God, which is poured out without mixture into the cup of his indignation; and he shall be

tormented with Xre and brimstone in the presence of the holy angels, and in the presence of the Lamb:

and the smoke of their torment ascendeth up for ever and ever: and they have no rest day nor night,

who worship the beast and his image, and whosoever receiveth the mark of his name. Revelation

13:16-18,14:9-11

Posted On 01/12/2021

 

wakeupSleep

God's Word will stand true Isaiah 55:11 - So shall My word be that goes forth from My mouth; It

shall not return to Me void, But it shall accomplish what I please, And it shall prosper in the thing

for which I sent it. What is taking place is amazing & discomforting; God is granting a more

understanding of the apocalypse of Yeshua Ha Mashiach.  Los Angeles is utilizing this app for

those who get the vaccine...this is just the beginning of what, NOT IF, will take place as per the

verse you listed.

Posted On 01/14/2021

 

Jet.lag

I have been taking Vitamin D2 & D3 for some time as recommended to improve my immune system.

However, I read an article yesterday saying these two "vaccines" - PXzer and Moderna - do not like

meeting healthy immune systems because the person's immune system can attack the vaccines after

jabbing and cause it to freak out. That can cause potential damage to the person's body organs and in

the worst case, death. I'd appreciate other views on this.

Posted On 01/12/2021
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kathborida

Do you have the source for the potential infertility issue so that I may read more about it? Thank you.

Posted On 01/12/2021

 

GabriellaK

I've been told by a microbiologist that the mRNA of the PXzer vaccine has a liposomal wrapper.  So

what's the truth?

Posted On 01/12/2021

 

Karlaqh

Thanks for the heads up, but you wrote "PXzer’s mRNA vaccine contains polyethylene glycol (PEG), and

studies have shown 70% of people develop antibodies against this substance. This suggests PEG may

trigger fatal allergic reactions in many who receive the vaccine" without making the difference btw

PEG-2000 (used in the vaccines) and PEG-3350 (associated with anaphylaxis).

Posted On 01/12/2021

 

mirandola

And you don't think that a substance made from petroleum, injected into the veins, is going to

cause serious problems? What about detox compromised individuals? What about even those who

are not compromised in that way, with a petroleum-derived substance eoating around in their

veins? Come on, have a think.
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What happens is, that if a substance binds to a cell, the immune system no longer recognizes that

cell as "self". Instead, it recognizes the foreign substance binding with it, as "nonself". So you get

autoimmune attack. There are t-helper cells, subcategorized into T-helper 1 (Th1) and t-helper 2

(th2), each of which originates from Th0, ie born of the T-helper neutral cell. Magically, the cells

know how to divide from Th0 to become Th1 and th2! the Th1 cells attack what is inside the cells,

debris, toxins, infections, etc (lack of Th1 may lead to cancer). Th2 attacks what is outside the

cells (Debris, toxins, infections). The two need to be in balance with each other, the immune

system swinging back and forth between them  both, as needed. There are T Xghter cells and T

suppressor cells. The suppressor cells say "okay the Xght is over, go home and rest now". But if

there is a persistent infection or toxin binding with a cell, then the T helper cells won't stop. Further,

depending on where the toxins and infections are (inside or outside the cells) either the Th1 or Th2

system may over-act. And you get autoimmune attack.

www.ei-resource.org/articles/chronic-fatigue-syndrome-articles/balance..  

I hope this explains why the mRNA vaccine may be only considered useful in cancer (I hardly

believe toxins or infections within a cell, help cancer) and why the vaccine may still harm people

quite plentifully. It will trigger autoimmunity, you bet. And I think that with this information being

basic to immune knowledge, that the WHO, CDC, FDA, Fauci et al, fully know it and are very, very

aware of it. I think they know exactly what they are doing.

Posted On 01/12/2021

 

ChrisColes

The use of PEG places me in a interesting place; you see, some decades ago, (through one of my

companies, which has now been dormant, not trading for many years, and which I believe would be

wrong for me to name it on this forum), was asked to carry out research into the use of PEG as an;

industrial quenchant, where metal is heated to very high temperature, bright red heat for example

and then suddenly cooled by being immersed into an oil; a suitable Lubricant for Industrial

refrigeration compressors using various refrigerants; and as a textile lubricant in the textile

manufacturing industries;

I can add, successfully. What I learned is that PEG is created from Methane gas using a catalyst,
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and as such is entirely free from additives, and thus, I was told by the manufacturer . . . edible. No, I

did not try to do that and I have no other evidence about any such use, other than being told as

much by the manufacturer. That is not to say that it will not have an effect if injected directly into

the blood stream. PEG is widely used to make the likes of lipstick and is now widely used as a

vehicle lubricant. PEG is the same thing as synthetic motor oil, for example. In which case I have

no knowledge of the possible allergic reactions from PEG being used in vaccinations.

Posted On 01/12/2021

 

Jackaroni

And how do you know if you're going to have an allergic reaction until after you get injected?

Posted On 01/12/2021

 

ngfam

375,250 Americans old and young dead in one year. In  WWll over a period of Xve years, 407,000

soldiers lost their lives.Covid19 deaths will surpass these WWII NUMBERS  BY  APRIL.

Posted On 01/12/2021

 

jamNjim

With 2 weeks left in 2020, USA Today reported that 2,835,533 people had died. If you extrapolate

that number for 52 weeks you get 2,948,854 total deaths. I'm sure that number will change. The

CDC usually has the actual death count and rate updated by April. Using the numbers we have and

assuming they are accurate, 2,948,954 people died in the USA. In 2019,  2,854,838 people died.

www.usatoday.com/story/news/factcheck/2021/01/08/fact-check-u-s-more-d..   Like I said, those

numbers are pending and may or may not be accurate. The population of the USA is 332,013,304.

https://articles.mercola.com/members/Jackaroni/default.aspx
https://articles.mercola.com/members/ngfam/default.aspx
https://articles.mercola.com/members/jamNjim/default.aspx
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The U.N. projects the death rates for every year and the predicted death rate for 2020 was 8.880.

www.macrotrends.net/.../death-rate  

That death rate is per 1000 people. So for every 1000 people 8.88 people are expected to die. So,

you take the population, divide that by 1,000, and multiply that by 8.88 to get the projected total

number of deaths for 2020 (332,013,304)/(1,000)X(8.880)=2,948,278 deaths. Compare the number

of people that died (2,948,854) to the UN's projected number of deaths (2,948,278). You can't make

this up! So 575 more people died that was projected.  In other words, you have bought into the

FAKE NEWS MEDIA HOOK LINE AND SINKER!! 575 people is within the margin of error. In other

words, NO ONE DIED FROM COVID-19! They died from pre-existing conditions. Had Covid-19

actually killed 375,250 people the death toll for 2020 would be over 3.3 million. I'm sure the CDC

will print out some fake death certiXcates between now an April so they can make this fake

pandemic look legitimate.

Posted On 01/12/2021

 

cat6071

Are you sure that you're on the right website?  Seriously dude!  You do know that ANY and ALL

deaths are attributed to this sham?  No eu deaths, no old age, no cancer, heart disease!  I KNOW a

guy who was killed in a motorcycle accident in Orlando you dweeb that they counted as  a covid

death.  Go put on your face diaper and gloves, get your vaccines and watch your KILL GATES

BOUGHT NEWS BUBBLE BOY!   I just couldn't help myself you guys!  !

Posted On 01/12/2021

 

BertFarrell

Woops is this fear mongering on Mercola?  I hope not and am confused.  I heard there were only 2

anaphylactic reactions noted from folks in the UK.  There have been many thousands of vaccines rolled

out already and that is all we have heard.  Are there more reactions you know of?  Are there reports of

https://www.macrotrends.net/countries/USA/united-states/death-rate
https://articles.mercola.com/members/cat6071/default.aspx
https://articles.mercola.com/members/BertFarrell/default.aspx
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death like you are alluding to or any other severe reactions in the center that takes care of those

harmed?  Wouldn't people be speaking out if there were more reactions cuz there have been many

thousands of them given already.  It sounds like there is might be some fear mongering going on here

with no basis yet.  Is that possible.  Please state the numbers of adverse reactions that are really going

on that you are basing this article on so we know what is real.

Posted On 01/12/2021

 

mirandola

BigPharma is noted for faking its "Studies". I attended a lecture by a prominent

physician/researcher, who spoke of a different medication, for osteoporosis, which he said barely

even works and yet the FDA looked the other way and approved it. In the studies of that drug,

people were lumped into the 'Pre-existing medical conditions" category, said the researcher, when

they developed the so-called side effect of painful and diWcult swallowing...which really was a

hole in the esophagus, known to happen with this drug!!! The physician-researcher said that

patients are told don't sit, don't lie down when taking this drug, stand up to swallow it! And the FDA

still approved it and the studies looked oh so clean and nicey-nice. That is how BigPharma works.

Beware of fraud "science" where proXt is at stake!

Posted On 01/12/2021

 

cat6071

Then go ahead and you can have my experimental jabs.  It hasn't been that long!  What, a month?

Posted On 01/12/2021

 

wakeupSleep
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Side note: Links attached to this comment are in no way being promoted by me, i just did a quick

internet search and trying to lean more objectively am listing them down. What you present is a

legitimate question, is this site doing the same thing the gov't/media/big pharma are doing but

from the opposite side of the spectrum. Based on internet search apparently indicates  32 million

people as of 01/21/2021 have received the vaccine.

www.bloomberg.com/graphics/covid-vaccine-tracker-global-distribution/   now in all fairness, it

may be possible, quote/unquote that we will never truly know what happens to those who do have

an adverse effect for whatever reason but you can also keep your 'eyes' on the political spectrum

and see speciXc individuals who all apparently gotten the vaccine. If something did happen i

suppose that would be hard to hide.

nymag.com/intelligencer/article/congress-joe-biden-get-covid-19-vaccin..  Regarding the

'subjective' thought about bigpharma, mirandola, do you have a source to this or is just based on

your 'eye witness'?

Posted On 01/14/2021

 

ngfam

The sure thing about this virus. It can kill you or worse destroy your organs and or body. The odds of

this is real for everyone who is infected, unbenowon to them their health will never be the same .In

comparison to the vaccine. Only a gambler would choose the Covid19 virus over the vaccine. They

have a gamblers anonymous treatment . But not for our health. Do not allow fear to fog your

judgement.The vaccine is a miniscule risk, compared to dying, or kidney dialyses. Many people beat

the VIROURS but are living with destroyed body function for life. Do not be a fool. Choose the facts we

know.And not the fear of our imagination. Imagination is. Less probable than facts. We allow the fear

of the unknown to decide our lives with out facts if anything. Fear is not real.

Posted On 01/12/2021

 

Randyfast

https://www.bloomberg.com/graphics/covid-vaccine-tracker-global-distribution/
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This "virus" will not kill you. The constant propaganda and fear mongering; as well as the draconian

"measures" will! Feel free to take my vaccine. I don't want it, or need it...in fact; why not take ten;

just to be sure that you are "protected". It's already too late for you to WAKE UP!

Posted On 01/12/2021

 

harvelicious

ngfam - obviously, in light of the truth, the fear has apparently fogged up your memory to the point

of severe cognitive dissonance leading you to becoming a spreader of unproven and unveriXed

pseudo-info. Just do one thing - please show us scientiXc "QUANTITATIVE" veriXable proof that the

virus exists (must be isolated and puriXed according to scientiXc gold standard protocols and

ethics) before assuming a position of authority. The integrous professionals of the

scientiXc/medical community would sincerely appreciate veriXable proof.

Since there IS NOT an isolated and puriXed sample of the virus, or any "QUANTITATIVE" test, it

would be a responsible act to admit your error and to stop being a complicit shill for the fraudsters

of this scam, for whom, use pseudo-science and massive propaganda to fulXll their agenda.

Posted On 01/12/2021

 

Greg__

You state that the vaccines have not been shown to reduce the spread of the virus.  However, if you're

reducing clinically signiXcant infections by 90% or more--which the vaccines have been shown to

do--then the extrapolation would be that people are shedding less virus for a shorter period of time, so

it's nearly certain that getting vaccinated helps reduce spread. It's true that we didn't speciXcally study

that endpoint to Xnd out, but it's almost inconceivable that that would not be the case.

Posted On 01/12/2021
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farmercist

If two people in 1000 tests positive for covid (questionable PCR) and after the vaccine only one

person in 1000 tests positive you can say that the vaccine is over 90% effective.   Be careful of

stats.

Posted On 01/12/2021

 

Greg__

farmercist, do you know that those were the stats they were using?  Do know know the numbers

they used to determine a 90 percent effectiveness rating? Actually, a reduction from 2 in 1000 to 1

in 1000 sounds pretty effective to me, especially if the test groups contained many thousands of

participants. I am not a statistician nor an immunologist, but if you're challenging the 90% Xgure,

you'd need to be speciXc and quote the numbers they used in the trials.  I don't see how they could

have used numbers that are statistically insigniXcant and not be questioned by the medical,

immunological, and/or statistical communities.

Posted On 01/12/2021

 

Randyfast

"However, if you're reducing clinically signiXcant infections by 90% or more--which the vaccines

have been shown to do--then the extrapolation would be that people are shedding less virus for a

shorter period of time, so it's nearly certain that getting vaccinated helps reduce spread." How's it

going in that fantasy world or yours?

Posted On 01/12/2021
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tatyzehl

The title of this article is misleading because as of now there are no records of severe reactions to the

Covid 19 vaccine.

Posted On 01/12/2021

 

ChrisColes

tatyzehl Sorry to dis inform you but there have been many deaths already, even among medical

staff in hospitals.

Posted On 01/12/2021

 

stanleybecker

a Xt doctor who regularly kayaked and had no comorbidities has died after receipt of this vaccine

Posted On 01/12/2021

 

mky32022

Tatyzehl, What about St. Anthony Nursing Home in Auburn NY, where 24 residents died after

getting the co19 vaccine? The nursing home started injecting the vaccine 12-22-20. Within 20

days, 24 residents died. Prior to that no residents had died from covid. Also, 137 residents &47

employees tested positive for covid, after getting the vaccine.

Posted On 01/12/2021
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preston1953

MarcusTwain22 on Bitchute is aggregating videos on the Covid crime against humanity: "Covid

Vaccine Injuries Begin"--  www.bitchute.com/.../E3MOpebe7NFD   Mike Whitney is aggregating

articles too:  mikewhitneysgraspingatstraws.blogspot.com  I will add this Mercola article using the

comments. Vaxxines are not tested against a saline solution usually.  What was used in the trials?

 There is also the belief this is not a true vaxxine and should not even be called a vaxxine: "David

Martin: It's NOT a Vaccine! We Need To Stop Calling It That." www.bitchute.com/.../rvAy3krtEcTY

 How can this not-a-vaxxine program not end badly? And now there is a challenge to the safety of

the PCR test and asking the question. "Is it nefarious?" :  "The Coming Zombie Apocalypse"

www.bitchute.com/.../5z8bilOTBgAT   Have a nice treason.

Posted On 01/12/2021

 

jamNjim

www.samaa.tv/news/2020/12/switzerland-reports-Xrst-death-after-pXzer..

Posted On 01/12/2021

 

jamNjim

www.usatoday.com/story/news/health/2021/01/06/death-eorida-doctor-fol..

Posted On 01/12/2021

 

jamNjim

vaccinedeaths.com/2021-01-08-portuguese-nurse-dies-after-receiving-cor..
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Posted On 01/12/2021

 

mirandola

www.bitchute.com/.../R26g7CXGRH3G

Posted On 01/12/2021

 

epa1375

tatatel and tatyzehl...I disagree with your statement wholeheartedly. You said: "The title of this

article is misleading because as of now there are no records of severe reactions to the Covid 19

vaccine." ...Just because Big Pharma has instructed health oWcials to call any adverse reaction or

death from these vaccines, as "immune responses" and covid/comobidity deaths with having

NOTHING to do with the vaccines per se, does not mean we should be gullible enough to believe

them. The truth is there are many adverse reactions and deaths from these vaccines.

twitter.com/.../1348319776213504000   27-Year-Old Canadian Healthcare Worker Fainted And

Suffered Multiple Seizures After Taking The PXzer COVID-19 Vaccine

humansarefree.com/2021/01/canadian-healthcare-worker-seizures-pXzer-c..   Young Doctor Left

Paralyzed MINUTES After Taking PXzer ‘Covid-19’ Vaccine In Mexico

humansarefree.com/2021/01/young-doctor-left-paralyzed-minutes-after-ta..

Posted On 01/12/2021
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